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Abstract
Fourier Transform Interferometry (FTI) is an appealing Hyperspectral (HS) imaging modal-
ity for many applications demanding high spectral resolution, e.g., in fluorescence microscopy.
However, the effective resolution of FTI is limited by the durability of biological elements when
exposed to illuminating light. Over-exposed elements are indeed subject to photo-bleaching and
become unable to fluoresce. In this context, the acquisition of biological HS volumes based on
sampling the Optical Path Difference (OPD) axis at Nyquist rate leads to unpleasant trade-offs
between spectral resolution, quality of the HS volume, and light exposure intensity. In this
paper we propose two variants of the FTI imager, i.e., Coded Illumination-FTI (CI-FTI) and
Structured Illumination FTI (SI-FTI), based on the theory of compressive sensing (CS). These
schemes efficiently modulate light exposure temporally (in CI-FTI) or spatiotemporally (in SI-
FTI). Leveraging a variable density sampling strategy recently introduced in CS, we provide
near-optimal illumination strategies, so that the light exposure imposed on a biological spec-
imen is minimized while the spectral resolution is preserved. Our theoretical analysis focuses
on two criteria: (i) a trade-off between exposure intensity and the quality of the reconstructed
HS volume for a given spectral resolution; (ii) maximizing HS volume quality for a fixed spec-
tral resolution and constrained light exposure budget. Our contributions can be adapted to
an FTI imager without hardware modifications. The reconstruction of HS volumes from com-
pressive sensing FTI measurements relies on an `1-norm minimization problem promoting a
spatiospectral sparsity prior. Numerically, we support the proposed methods on synthetic data
and simulated compressive sensing measurements (from actual FTI measurements) under various
scenarios. In particular, the biological HS volumes considered in this work can be reconstructed
with a three-to-ten-fold reduction in the light exposure.
1 Introduction
A HyperSpectral (HS) volume refers to a three-dimensional (3D) data cube associated with stacks
of 2D spatial images along the spectral axis, i.e., one monochromatic image for each wavenumber.
Each spatial location records the variation of transmitted or reflected light intensity along a large
number of spectral bands from that location in a scene.
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Since chemical elements have unique spectral signatures, referred to as their fingerprints, ob-
serving the dense spectral content of an HS volume, instead of an RGB image, provides accurate
information about the constituents of a scene. This has made HS imaging appealing in a wide range
of applications, e.g., agriculture [1], food processing [2], chemical imaging [3], and biology [4–6].
Due to the extremely large amount of data stored in an HS volume, also referred to as HS cube,
the acquisition and processing of these volumes encounters significant challenges. For example, in
satellite or airborne applications it is common to transmit volumes with size of several gigabytes
to a ground station. Additionally, in biological applications, designers of HS imagers face a myriad
of trade-offs related to photon efficiency of the sensors, acquisition time, achievable spatiospectral
resolution, and cost.
Compared to other techniques that often reach lower spectral resolutions1, Fourier Transform
Interferometry (FTI) is an HS imaging modality that has shown promising results in the acquisition
of high spectral resolution biological HS volumes2, specially in fluorescence spectroscopy. In this
application a biological specimen is stained with dyes that fluoresce with a unique spectrum when
they are exposed to light. Since each fluorescent dye binds to a certain protein, this technique is
highly used for determining the localization, concentration, and growth of certain target cells (e.g.,
malignant tumors), whose automatic characterizations are improved at higher spectral resolution.
As described in Sec. 3, FTI consists in a Michelson interferometer [8] with one moving mirror
controlling the optical path difference of the light. Besides, the raw FTI measurements are inter-
mediate data, i.e., the Fourier coefficients of the actual HS volume with respect to the spectral
domain. Shannon-Nyquist sampling theory states that for a fixed wavenumber range, the spec-
tral resolution of an HS volume is proportional to the number of FTI measurements (see Sec. 3).
This fact is simultaneously a blessing and a curse in fluorescence spectroscopy, where high spectral
resolution is highly desirable for biologists. One may record more FTI measurements, thereby over-
exposing fluorescent dyes. As a consequence, the ability of the dyes to fluoresce fades during the
experiments. This phenomenon, that is due to the photochemical alteration of the dyes, is called
photo-bleaching [9]. Therefore, the resolution of an HS volume is limited by the durability of the
fluorescent dyes when exposed to the illumination. An alternative is to reduce light intensity in a
fashion that is inversely proportional to the increase in the number of FTI measurements, resulting
in a low input Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). Considering all these facts, our main motivation in this
paper is to reduce photo-bleaching in fluorescence spectroscopy using FTI. However, this requires
delicate compromises between the goals of achieving high spectral resolution and high SNR while
minimizing the light exposure imposed on the specimen.
As described in Sec. 5 and 6, we propose two compressive sensing-FTI imagers, i.e., Coded
Illumination-FTI (CI-FTI) and Structured Illumination-FTI (SI-FTI), that are near-optimal in
the sense of minimizing the light exposure on the biological specimen. In CI-FTI scheme the light
source is randomly activated at few time intervals (or slots) during the motion of the FTI moving
mirror, while in SI-FTI, at each time slot, the illumination is activated on a programmed set of
spatial locations (e.g., using a spatial light modulator). Both models amount to an incomplete
set of FTI measurements that must be processed to recover the biological HS volume. While a
common, but inaccurate, recovery procedure consists in applying the inverse Fourier transform on
the (properly zero-padded) incomplete measurements [10] — with undesirable side-lobes artifacts
1See, e.g., [7] for a comprehensive classification of different HS acquisition methods.
2They contain hundreds of spectral samples in the range of visible (400 nm-700 nm) and/or near-infrared (700 nm-
1000 nm) wavelengths.
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limiting the usability of the reconstructed HS volume for biomedical purposes — we resort here
to the theory of Compressive Sensing (CS) introduced by Donoho [11], Cande`s and Tao [12] for
reconstructing the HS volume. In CS, the recovery of a signal from a small set of (random) linear
measurements is ensured if the number of measurements is higher than the intrinsic dimension of
the signal (e.g., its sparsity level [13, 14]). A critical aspect of the adaptation of CI-FTI and SI-FTI
to CS theory concerns the way FTI measurements are sub-sampled. Classical results of CS theory,
i.e., based on Uniform Density Sampling (UDS) of the signal frequency domain, are inefficient in
the setting of FTI; the incompatibility between the Fourier sensing and the regularity of the HS
volume (e.g., in a wavelet domain) imposes limited sensing compression ratio. However, as most
informative FTI measurements are concentrated around low frequencies [15], we here consider the
sampling strategy as a degree of freedom in the system model; we leverage the Variable Density
Sampling (VDS) procedure introduced by Krahmer and Ward [16] to optimize the illumination
coding strategy of CI-FTI and SI-FTI.
Although VDS-based methods are new in the field of HS imaging [17, 18], they have received
considerable interest in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) applications where the recorded data
is the 2D Fourier transform of an image. Our work differs in the sense that the practical FTI
devices entail 3D signals whose 1D Fourier transform (with respect to spectral domain) is recorded.
1.1 Contributions
The main objective of this paper is to establish a compressive sensing scheme for FTI, i.e., reducing
the total number of measurement in the optical path difference (OPD) domain compared to common
(Nyquist rate) FTI and still allowing reliable and robust estimation of HS data volumes. We show
that this compressive FTI enables HS imaging when total light exposure is a critical parameter, such
as in biological confocal microscopy where special fluorescent dyes inserted in a biological specimen
suffer from photo-bleaching. In fact, our work also studies this context when light exposure is
considered as a fixed resource to be distributed equally over all measurements.
More precisely, our work is driven by the following questions: (i) For a fixed spectral resolution,
to which extent can we reduce the amount of light exposure on the observed specimen and still
allow robust reconstruction of HS data? (ii) For a fixed exposure intensity budget and spectral
resolution, what is the best illumination allocation per OPD sample (or time interval) and per
pixel? These questions are answered through these two main contributions.
(i) Coded/Structured Illumination: We propose two novel compressive sensing-FTI frameworks,
based on coded and structured illumination techniques. The first system codes globally the light
source, i.e., whether the full biological specimen is globally highlighted or not per time slot, whilst
in the second system we allow the illumination of each spatial location of the specimen to be inde-
pendently coded over time, e.g., thanks to a spatial light modulator structuring the illumination of
the specimen, before entering the FTI. The reconstruction of the HS volume resorts to the theory of
CS, by leveraging an HS low-complexity prior, i.e., spectral or joint spatiospectral sparsity models.
By using a particular VDS scheme [16] we derive uniform (i.e., valid for all biological HS volumes)
near-optimal reconstruction bounds in the sense of minimum amount of light exposure and its dis-
tribution for both CI-FTI and SI-FTI models. Table 1, as described in Sec. 1.2, summarizes our
first contribution with respect to the state-of-the-art HS acquisition techniques.
(ii) Biologically-friendly constrained light exposure coding: In fluorescence spectroscopy the toler-
ance of the fluorescent dyes, in terms of the light exposure budget, can be fixed by the biologists,
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e.g., according to the specification of fluorescent dyes. In this case, the total light exposure is
a fixed resource that must be consumed exactly over the compressive FTI measurements, while
ensuring good reconstruction performance. We propose illumination strategies, both for CI-FTI
and SI-FTI, that meet this context. This is done by adapting the intensity delivered by the light
source according to the sample complexity — the minimum number of measurements required for
a successful HS data recovery — of these schemes. Interestingly, in this scenario, we observe that
full (Nyquist rate) sampling does not achieve the best HS reconstruction quality.
(iii) Noise level estimation in VDS: In CS, the reconstruction quality of an HS volume, e.g., from
an `1-minimization constrained by an `2-fidelity term (see (7)), critically depends on an accurate
bound on the `2-norm of the noise. In VDS, this fidelity term integrates a random weighting matrix
— with entries directly connected to the frequency sampling density — whose presence prevents
the use of common noise power estimator (such as a χ2-bound for Gaussian noise energy). As
a complementary contribution, we propose in Sec. 2.2 a new estimator that only depends on the
unweighted `2- and `∞-norms of the noise (Thm. 1). Moreover, this bound is instantiated to the
case of an additive Gaussian noise in Cor. 1.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper provides the first theoretical analysis of (i) a compres-
sive FTI scheme, (ii) an application of VDS of the Fourier coefficients outside the context of MRI
(see Sec. 1.2), and (iii) an estimation of noise power in VDS framework. In the sequel, beside the
synthetic experiments, we validate our contribution by performing the proposed compressive sens-
ing approaches on the practical FTI measurements recorded with respect to the Nyquist sampling
rate.
1.2 Related works
Hyperspectral imaging is an appealing area of research for the application of CS theory, in terms of
acquisition [15, 17–26] and processing [27–30]. For instance, prior works [19–21] have proposed three
types of Coded Aperture Snapshot Imager (CASSI) whose working principles are affiliated to our
structured illumination scheme. The imager in [19], termed as Dual Disperser CASSI (DD CASSI),
contains two dispersive elements and an aperture in between. The input scene is measured as a
2D multiplexed spectral projection. The corresponding sensing operator is equivalent to a cyclic
S-matrix (i.e., an alteration of the Hadamard matrix) and the solution of the system is estimated
from under-determined measurements using the expectation maximization algorithm. A variant of
CASSI, called Single Disperser CASSI (SD CASSI), that includes only one dispersive element is
presented in [20], wherein a 2D multiplexed spatiospectral projection of the scene is measured and
the HS volume is recovered via an `1 optimization problem. In [21], the idea of single-shot CASSI
in [19] and [20] is extended to an imager that collects multiple shot measurements.
Besides CASSI systems, [22] and [23] described a theoretical CS scheme for HS data acquisition
based on random Gaussian projections. They provided a reconstruction method based on a convex
optimization constrained by an `2-fidelity term with respect to the noisy compressive measurements.
The convex objective function in [22] penalizes both the trace norm and the (spatial) Total Variation
(TV) norm of the HS volume; whereas in [23] the TV norm is replaced by an `2,1 mixed-norm of
the data matrix inferring a joint-sparse structure in the HS volume.
Recently, the feasibility of the theory of CS in fluorescence spectroscopy has been demonstrated
in [15, 17, 18]. In [18] and [17], the proposed microscope directly scans the spectral dimension
(as opposed to the interferometric methods of this paper), meaning that the resolution of the HS
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volume depends on the resolution of the photo-detector. Both works target the problem of acquiring
high spatial resolution HS volume from compressive measurements using Hadamard sensing model,
e.g., by structuring the wide-field illumination [18] as in SI-FTI. The authors in [18] compared the
uniform and half-half density samplings in their implementation while [17] employs a multilevel
sampling strategy [31, 32] for the same microscope in [18] in addition to taking into account the
photonic noise as well as the lens Point Spread Function (PSF).
Compressive sensing-FTI was introduced in [15] by sub-sampling the Optical Path Difference
(OPD) dimension of the interferometric signals. Preliminary work by the same authors in [15,
25, 26] showed that variable density sampling, when promoting low-frequencies, captures more
informative FTI samples. Recently, a versatile scheme for fluorescence microscopy has appeared
in the literature [24]. It applies when the acquisition of the HS volume is done consecutively in
the axial domain such that at every axial point the light source is modulated by a waveform.
The CS measurements are essentially formed by recording deterministically the primitive part of
axial domain. A post-processing approach to increase the spectral resolution of an FTI, i.e., a
Sagnac interferometer, coupled with structured light source is demonstrated in [33]. The objective
of [33] is to mitigate the physical limitation for achieving a high resolution HS volume; nonetheless
this approach significantly increases photo-bleaching. The authors in [34] have recently advocated
a compressive sensing FTI system based on single pixel imaging technique [35]. The structured
illumination coding in [34] was later improved in [36], using VDS scheme of [16], and in [36],
using sparsity structure of fluorochrome spectra and VDS scheme of [37]. On the other hand,
the works [27–30] tackle the problem of computing the abundance fraction of endmembers in the
context of blind [27] or non-blind unmixing [29] and [30].
Our work provides a clear, fivefold contribution compared to the aforementioned studies. First,
we target the problem of compressive HS volume acquisition; second, the physical model of the
FTI device imposes the Fourier sensing operator (since it captures interferometric information)
that brings about challenges different from ideal Gaussian sensing operator; third, we study the
trade-off between the spectral resolution of the HS volume and photo-bleaching deterioration of
the fluorescent dyes; forth, we apply VDS scheme to the field of interferometric HS imaging3; and
fifth, unlike single pixel FTI models [34, 36, 39], the proposed compressive FTI systems are based
on 2D imaging sensors.
Let us finally mention that prior studies on variable density sampling in CS focus on specific
signals, e.g., 1D signals [40], 2D spatial images [16, 31, 41–44]. A VDS is computed in [40] through
a convex optimization problem whose performance depends on the parameter tuning. In [44], a
VDS scheme is adapted to statistical models of natural images. Based on the RIP-less analysis
in [45], a block sampling CS model is introduced in [41, 42], whose stable and robust recovery
guarantee was later proved in [46]. A novel multi-level sampling scheme is proposed in [17, 31]
in order to exploit the level-sparsity feature of some natural images, e.g., in MRI. A RIP-based
guarantee is presented in [16] based on the notion of random sampling in bounded orthonormal
systems introduced in [14, 47]. The sampling density in [16] is controlled by the bound of local
coherence between sensing and sparsity bases. Besides, a number of empirical VDS methods exist
in the literature including [15, 18, 48]. An example of a 3D HS acquisition is considered in [17] using
filter banks for scanning spectral domain. Our work explores another VDS-based acquisition; we
study compressive FTI methods where the spectral information is multiplexed through a Fourier
3Parallel to this study, we have presented an improved coding scheme for CI-FTI in [38] by leveraging the sparsity
structure of the fluorochrome spectra.
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M. Gehm et al. [19] X X DW DW RSE UDS
A. Wagadarikar et al. [20] X X Dirac DW RSE UDS
H. Arguello et al. [21] X X DC DW RSE UDS
M. Golbabaee et al. [22] X X X Dirac TV RGM —
M. Golbabaee et al. [23] X X X Dirac DW RGM —
V. Studer et al. [18] X X Dirac DW RHE Half-half
B. Roman et al. [17] X X Dirac DW RHE Multi-level
A. Moshtaghpour et al. [15] X X DW DW RFE VDS
M. Woringer et al. [24] X X X Dirac Dirac LFE Deterministic
CI-FTI X X X Dirac DW RFE VDS
SI-FTI X X X DW DW RFE VDS
RSE: Random S-matrix Ensembles RGM: Random Gaussian Mixtures
RHE: Random Hadamard Ensembles RFE: Random Fourier Ensembles
LFE: Low-pass Fourier Ensembles TV: Total Variation
DC: Discrete Cosine DW: Discrete Wavelet
UDS: Uniform Density Sampling VDS: Variable Density Sampling
Table 1: Comparison of the related acquisition modalities in HS imaging. In direct spectrometry the spectral
dimension is recorded by either wavelength filtering, grating, or prism. Half-half sampling strategy means half of
the M measurements is taken from the lowest frequency components and the other half is taken by randomly sub-
sampling the rest of the remaining samples. Note that compressive FTI systems designed based on single pixel
imaging technique, e.g., [34, 36, 39], are not reported in this table.
(interferometric) transform (see Sec. 3).
1.3 Paper Organization
This paper is organized as follows. We start by providing preliminary introduction to the theory
of CS, with an emphasis on sensing with random ensembles of orthonormal systems, and the
acquisition model of a conventional FTI imager. The problem formulation and theoretical analysis
of CI-FTI and SI-FTI frameworks are presented in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6, respectively. The concept of
constrained light exposure budget for both CI-FTI and SI-FTI is revealed in Sec. 7. Sec. 8 focuses
on a comprehensive synthetic and experimental tests of our schemes demonstrating the efficiency of
the proposed methods when the fluorochromes in a biological specimen undergone photo-bleaching.
Finally, we conclude with some remarks and perspectives in Sec. 9.
1.4 Notations
Domain dimensions are represented by capital letters, e.g., K,M,N . Vectors, matrices, and data
cubes are denoted by bold symbols. For a cube U ∈ CN3×N1×N2 , U = (u1, · · · ,uN1N2) ∈ CN3×N1N2
corresponds to the unfolded matrix representation of U , i.e., compacting its two last dimensions,
while the vectorization of U reads u = vec(U) := (u>1 , · · · ,u>N1N2)> ∈ CN1N2N3 . When this is clear
from the context, we assimilate 3D data in CN1×N2×N3 with their vector and matrix representations,
e.g., identifying U with U . For any matrix (or vector) V ∈ CM×N , V > and V ∗ represent the
transposed and the conjugate transpose of V , respectively, and V ⊗W denotes the Kronecker
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product of two matrices V and W . The `p-norm of u reads ‖u‖p := (
∑
i |ui|p)1/p, for p ≥ 1,
with ‖u‖ := ‖u‖2. The identity matrix of dimension N is represented as IN . The set of indices
ranging between 1 and N is denoted JNK := {1, · · · , N}. By an abuse of convention, except if
expressed differently, we consider that a set (or a subset) of indices is actually a multiset, i.e., we
allow for multiple instances for each of its elements; the set cardinality thus considers the total
number of (non-unique) multiset elements. For a subset Ω ⊂ JNK := {1, · · · , N} of cardinality |Ω|,
the restriction of a vector u ∈ CN (or a matrix Φ ∈ CM×N ) to the components (or the columns)
indexed in Ω is denoted by uΩ (or ΦΩ). We always consider that the restriction operator has a
higher precedence than the adjoint or transposition operators, e.g., Φ∗Ω := (ΦΩ)∗. Finally, given a
random event E , P(E) denotes the probability that it occurs, and we use the asymptotic relations
f . g (or f & g), also denoted by f = O(g) (resp. f = Ω(g)), if f ≤ c g (resp. g ≤ c f) for two
functions f and g and some value c > 0 independent of their parameters.
2 Preliminaries on Compressive Sensing
This section provides the main tools from CS theory and its recent extension to variable density
sampling of an orthogonal sensing basis (e.g., Fourier).
2.1 From Uniform to Variable Density Sampling
When restricted to signal sensing with random orthonormal basis ensembles [11, 12] (e.g., random
Fourier or Hadamard ensembles), CS theory targets the recovery of a “low-complexity” signal
x ∈ CN from a vector of noisy measurements y = Φ∗Ωx+ n, where Φ ∈ CN×N is an orthonormal
sensing system and Ω ⊂ JNK is a set of indices chosen at random with |Ω| = M  N , and n
accounts for some additive observation noise. The low-complexity nature of x generally amounts to
assuming it K-sparse, i.e., with ‖x‖0 := |supp(x)| ≤ K, or at least well approximated by a sparse
signal, i.e., compressible.
In order to estimate x from y, the restricted isometry property (RIP) [49] is a sufficient condition
on the matrix Φ∗Ω for most classes of algorithms, e.g., convex optimization [49], greedy [50], and
thresholding [51] strategies.
Definition 1. Given K ≤ N , the restricted isometry constant δK associated with A ∈ CM×N is
the smallest number δ for which
(1− δ)‖x‖2 ≤ ‖Ax‖2 ≤ (1 + δ)‖x‖2 (1)
holds for all K-sparse vectors x ∈ CN . Alternatively, if (1) holds for δ = δK , we say that A
satisfies the RIP of order K and constant δK .
When the RIP holds and the observation noise is bounded, i.e., ‖n‖ ≤ ε for some ε > 0, the
Basis Pursuit DeNoise (BPDN) program expressed as
xˆ = arg min
u∈CN
‖u‖1 s. t. ‖y −Au‖ ≤ ε, (2)
provides an accurate estimate of the original signal.
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Proposition 1 (Prop. 4.2 [16]). Assume that the restricted isometry constant δ5K of A ∈ CM×N
satisfies4 δ5K <
1
3 . Then, for all x ∈ CN observed through the noisy CS model y = Ax + n with
‖n‖ ≤ ε, the solution xˆ of (2) satisfies
‖x− xˆ‖ ≤ 2σK(x)1√
K
+ ε,
where σK(x)1 := ‖x−HK(x)‖1 is the best K-term approximation error (in the `1 sense), and HK
is the hard thresholding operator that maps all but the K largest-magnitude entries of the argument
to zero. In particular, the reconstruction is exact, i.e., xˆ = x, if x is K-sparse and ε = 0.
More generally, if the signal x has a sparse or compressible representation in a general orthonor-
mal basis Ψ ∈ CN×N (e.g., in a wavelet basis), i.e., x = Ψs where the vector of coefficients s ∈ CN
is K-sparse or compressible, one must ensure that Φ∗ΩΨ respects the RIP.
Interestingly, according to [47], choosing each of the M elements of Ω uniformly at random inJNK, i.e., according to a Uniform Density Sampling (UDS) gives that, with probability exceeding
1−N−c log3(K), the restricted isometry constant of the matrix A =
√
N
MΦ
∗
ΩΨ satisfies δK ≤ δ, if
M & δ−2µ2K log3(K) log(N), (3)
where µ/
√
N is an upper bound on the mutual coherence5 of Φ∗Ψ, i.e.,
µmut(Φ∗Ψ) := max
l,j
|(Φ∗Ψ)l,j | ≤ µ/
√
N.
However, the impact of this result is unfortunately limited in the case where, for instance, Φ
and Ψ are the discrete Fourier and wavelet bases, respectively. This is in fact an important special
combination appearing in, e.g., Magnetic Resonance Imaging [37], radio-interferometry [54] and in
the compressive FTI scheme considered in this paper (see Sec. 5 and Sec. 6). The coherence in this
case is µmut(Φ∗Ψ) = 1 and (3) states that all samples are required for reconstruction (M & N),
although the signal can be highly sparse in the wavelet basis.
Fortunately, this limitation is actually induced by the way Ω is built, i.e., according to a UDS
of the columns of Φ. Adopting a Variable Density Sampling (VDS) scheme allows us to break this
“coherence barrier” [16, 17, 31, 40, 44]. Of interest for our analysis, [16] shows in particular that
the number of measurements in (3) can be reduced by assigning higher sampling probability to the
columns of Φ that are highly coherent with the columns the of sparsity basis Ψ. This probability
is determined by the local coherence of the sensing basis over the sparsity basis, i.e., the quantity
µlocl (Φ,Ψ) := µ
loc
l (Φ
∗Ψ) with
µlocl (A) := max
1≤j≤N
|al,j |, A ∈ CN×N . (4)
Proposition 2 (RIP for VDS [16, Thm. 5.2]). Let Φ ∈ CN×N and Ψ ∈ CN×N be orthonormal
sensing and sparsity bases, respectively, with µlocl (Φ,Ψ) ≤ κl for some values κl ∈ R+. Let us
define κ := (κ1, · · · , κN )>. Suppose K & log(N),
M & δ−2‖κ‖2K log3(K) log(N), (5)
4There exist alternative versions of this condition on restricted isometry constant, e.g., in [52] and [53, Theorem
5], that provide sharper results.
5In some references, e.g., [17], it is defined as µmut(Φ,Ψ) := maxl,j |〈φl,ψj〉|.
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and choose M (possibly not distinct) indices l ∈ Ω ⊂ JNK i.i.d. with respect to the probability
distribution p on JNK given by
p(l) :=
κ2l
‖κ‖2 . (6)
Consider the diagonal matrix D = diag(d) ∈ RM×M with dj = 1/
√
p(Ωj), j ∈ JMK. Then with
probability exceeding 1−N−c log3(K), the restricted isometry constant δK of the preconditioned matrix
1√
M
DΦ∗ΩΨ satisfies δK ≤ δ.
We will see later that this VDS offers new means for compressive FTI. Note that, in practice,
although Φ∗Ω models the analog/optical sensing procedure of a growing number of CS applications
(e.g., in compressive MRI or radio-interferometry), the conditioning by D proposed in Prop. 2 is
rather achieved by post-processing (digitally) the acquired data [16]. Therefore, our estimation of
the HS data will rather follow this straightforward adaptation of Prop. 1, also tuned to an analysis-
based sparsity framework [55] that better suits the rest of our developments.
Proposition 3. Assume that the restricted isometry constant δ5K of
1√
M
DΦ∗ΩΨ ∈ CM×N satisfies
δ5K <
1
3 . Let x ∈ CN be a signal observed by the noisy sensing model y = Φ∗Ωx + n with
‖ 1√
M
Dn‖ ≤ ε. Then
xˆ = arg minu∈CN ‖Ψ∗u‖1 s. t. ‖ 1√MD(y −Φ
∗
Ωu)‖ ≤ ε, (7)
satisfies
‖x− xˆ‖ ≤ 2σK(Ψ∗x)1√
K
+ ε. (8)
Proof. The proof involves three steps: (i) in Prop. 1 let A = Φ∗ΩΨ; (ii) precondition the matrix A
according to Prop. 2 so that it satisfies RIP; (iii) apply a change of variable u→ Ψ∗u in (2) using
the fact that Ψ is an orthonormal basis.
In Sec. 6 and Sec. 7, we will leverage Prop. 2 and Prop. 3 in order to characterize the sample
complexities and the stability of our two compressive FTI strategies, namely coded illumination
FTI (Thm 2) and structured illumination FTI (Thm 3).
2.2 Noise level estimation in Variable Density Sampling
We study now an important aspect of the VDS scheme that seems not covered in the literature:
estimating the noise level ε in (7) by integrating the influence of the weighting (random) matrix D
introduced in Prop. 2. This estimation is indeed critical for reaching robust reconstruction of HS
volumes from the two compressive FTI schemes studied in Sec. 6 and Sec. 7. The content of this
section is voluntarily written in general notations, as it could also be of general interest for any
VDS-based compressive sensing application corrupted by some additive measurement noise.
The next theorem bounds with controlled probability the (weighted) `2-norm of any vector
n ∈ CM , e.g., the fixed realization of a noise vector corrupting the sensing model y = Φ∗Ωx + n,
when this norm is weighted by the random diagonal matrix D associated with Ω. The bound only
depends on the unweighted `2- and `∞-norms of n, and on a quantity ρ > 1 fixed by the density
defining the VDS.
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Theorem 1. Given two integers M < N , let us consider a discrete random variable (r.v.) β ∈ JNK
associated with the probability mass function (pmf) η(l) := P[β = l] for l ∈ [N ], and assume there
exists a ρ ∈ [1,∞) such that
1
N supq≥1
1
q (Eβ η(β)
−q)1/q ≤ ρ. (9)
We define a random index set Ω = {Ωj}Mj=1 ⊂ JNK made of M (possibly non-distinct) indices
Ωj ∼i.i.d. β, and a random diagonal matrix D ∈ RM×M such that Djj = 1/
√
η(Ωj). Given s > 0
and n ∈ CM , we have
1
M ‖Dn‖2 ≤ NM ‖n‖2 + 4emax
{
s
M ,
√
s√
M
}
ρ ‖n‖2∞N, (10)
with probability exceeding 1− e−s/2 ( e.g., for s = 6, this probability exceeds 0.95).
For the proof see App. A. The fact that ρ ≥ 1 is a simple consequence of E(η(β))−1 = ∑l 1 = N .
Remark 1. Up to the normalization in 1/N , the parameter ρ in (9) is actually a bound on the
sub-exponential norm ‖1/η(β)‖ψ1 := supq≥1 1q (Eβ η(β)−q)1/q of the r.v. 1/η(β) [56, 57]. From this
definition, and since ‖X‖ψ1 ≤ L for any bounded r.v. X with |X| ≤ L and L > 0, we can directly
identify that in the case of UDS, η(l) = 1/N implies ‖1/η(β)‖ψ1 ≤ N , i.e., we can set ρ = 1.
More generally, for any VDS scheme, e.g., see Prop. 4, where η(l) = cη min{1, |l − l0|−α} for
some exponent α > 0, an offset parameter l0 ∈ JNK centering η on l0, and cη > 0, we find
‖1/η(β)‖ψ1 = c−1η ‖max
{
1, |β − l0|α
}‖ψ1 ≤ c−1η (N − l0)α,
which provides ρ = c−1η |N − l0|α/N . In Sec. 5 and Sec. 6, the parameter l0 denotes the index of
the OPD origin. In particular, for α = 1, ρ mainly depends on the pmf normalization constant cη,
i.e., c−1η ' logN , as computed in Prop. 4.
In conclusion, for α = 0 (UDS) and for α = 1, we can expect that ρ is either constant or that
it grows slowly (logarithmically) when N increases, hence ensuring a good control over the bound
(10).
The previous theorem is expected to provide useful bounds if the leading terms in the right-
hand side of (10) is NM ‖n‖2, i.e., if ρ‖n‖2∞N . NM ‖n‖2. This happens for ρ slowly growing when
N increases, e.g., ρ = O(logN), (see Remark 1) and for any vector n that is not too sparse, i.e.,
such that ‖n‖2∞ . ‖n‖2/M . As shown in the next corollary, a Gaussian random noise respects this
requirement with high probability6.
Corollary 1. In the context of Thm. 1, let us consider the Gaussian random vector n ∈ RM with
nk ∼i.i.d. N (0, σ2), k ∈ JMK. Given some s > 0, in the UDS case, i.e., η(l) = 1/N and D2 = NIN ,
we have
1√
M
‖Dn‖ ≤ ε0σ,s(N,M) := σ
√
N (1 + 1√
2
√
s√
M
+ sM )
1/2, (11)
with probability exceeding 1− exp(− s2). More generally, in a VDS context with arbitrary pmf η,
1√
M
‖Dn‖ ≤ εσ,s(N,M, ρ) (12)
:= σ
√
N
[
(1 + 1√
2
√
s√
M
+ sM ) + 4e(2 logM + s) max
{
s
M ,
√
s√
M
}
ρ
]1/2
,
with probability exceeding 1− 3 exp(− s2) ( e.g., greater than 0.95 for s = 8.2).
6While Cor. 1 can be easily extended to the complex field, we restrict it anyway to a real Gaussian noise, i.e., the
noise of interest in the next sections.
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We postpone the proof of this corollary to App. B.
Remark 2. By comparing (12) to (11), we observe that the variability of D induces a bias behaving
like O(ρ logM max{ 1M ,
√
1√
M
}) in εσ,s(N,M, ρ) compared to the simpler bound ε0σ,s reached by UDS.
Therefore, if ρ is slowly growing when N increases (see Rem. 1), and for M large, this bias is small
and the two noise levels, for the VDS and UDS schemes, are thus comparable.
The previous remark will be used in conjunction with Cor. 1 in Sec. 5.2 and Sec. 6.2 in order
to bound the noise in our compressive FTI under a Gaussian noise assumption.
3 Acquisition Model in Conventional FTI
This section describes the principles of FTI acquisition, its continuous observation model and its
crucial discretization into a forward model that can be inverted numerically. We also discuss the
main noise sources that corrupt the FTI.
3.1 Continuous Observation Model
In a nutshell, the operating principle of a conventional FTI, called hereafter Nyquist FTI, is based on
Michelson interferometry [8] (see, e.g., [58] for a detailed survey on FTI). As shown in Fig. 1 (top),
a parallel beam of coherent light obtained from the 2D image of a thin, still, and almost transparent
biological specimen magnified by a (confocal) microscope (not represented here), is divided into
two beams by a Beam-Splitter (BS), e.g., made of two birefringent prisms. The two beams are
reflected back by a fixed and a moving mirror, and interfere after being recombined by the BS.
The intensity of the resulting beam is next acquired by a standard imaging sensor (camera); each
image captured by this camera corresponds to a given position of the moving mirror, and each pixel
records temporally a specific interference pattern.
In order to understand how an HS volume of the observed biological specimen can be deduced
from the recorded interferences, let us develop an idealized optical model of this FTI. We simplify
our description by omitting the magnifying optics that are required to observe the spatial details of
the specimen7. Given an orthonormal coordinate system {e1, e2, e3} ⊂ R3, a coherent wide-band
plane wave emitted by the light source and traveling along e3-direction may be formulated at some
point q := (q1, q2, q3)
> ∈ R3 and time t as
E˜(q; t) =
∫ +∞
0 E˜0(q1, q2; ν, t)e
i(2piq3ν−ωt) dν, (13)
where ν is the wavenumber8, ω = 2piνcv is the angular frequency (with cv the light velocity in the
medium) and E˜0(q1, q2; ν, t) represents the amplitude of light at (q1, q2; ν); see, e.g., [59] for the
principles of electromagnetic wave propagation.
In this work, we consider that the illumination ensures that E˜0(q1, q2; ν, t) is constant in time
and with respect to (q1, q2), i.e., E˜0(q1, q2; ν, t) = E˜0(ν), so that the light source intensity per
second and per unit area
I¯0 :=
∫ +∞
0 |E˜0(q1, q2; ν, t)|2 dν =
∫ +∞
0 |E˜0(ν)|2 dν, (14)
7Such an optical setup (e.g., a confocal microscope) can be easily inserted in our scheme by the introduction of a
scaling factor between the coordinate systems of the biological specimen plane and the 2D imaging sensor plane.
8Recall that in the application of FTI in fluorescence spectroscopy the light frequency νcv ∈ [400 THz, 770 THz],
with cv the speed of light in the vacuum.
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e2
<latexit sha1_base64="AKZUVz1zdNDXXOPTS2wWwJ50IEw=">AAAJ0HiclZZbb9s2FMfV7hZnl172uBdlRoFuMAzLGLD1rV1aYAW2NEuTpqjpGJREy6wpkSMpNwZ BDHvd2163r7Evs2+zQ0Z2bDrCMAE6OuLvT4o854hSKhhVejD459bt997/4MOP9jr7H3/y6Wd37t67/0rxWmbkLOOMy9cpVoTRipxpqhl5LSTBZcrIeTo/dPx8QaSivDrVS0HGJS4qOqUZ1tB0jlIVk8lwcrc76A/8Ee86SeN0o+Y4ntzb+xvlPKtLUumMYaVGyUDoscFS04wRu49qRQTO5rggI3ArXBI1Nn6+Nn4ALXk85RLOSse+dbOHwaV SyzIFZYn1TIXMNd7ERrWefjc2tBK1JlV29aBpzWLNY7f4OKeSZJotwcGZpDDXOJthiTMNIdrfRxV5l/GyxFVuUMVlKfKpNShj8ZHdhapo2MQYJMsY7nsIMzHDNlCDI5gFlYbFhjBNeUWsu8bPA1R4At3IpVZ6yUj8EB2gKczXTAzqXQytNRdIUIsOvrowSHkCzkECLdZMgIdPo/81phsORh3+jzHnWAjso+G9CQx0sYrIjvgkTUHoUpem5iSk KhN2NBwbxHBVwNy6SS/uDmMk/W0gPtoc6igc6s0mfdNQPSNcktI0V2tOG+fBSEFlwCsx3tLlZEor6tqteXrtb2mE5IKrRnS8cbOlyrjkjGG5tOZw7W4pGIGZW/Ojv2wROLGcW3NydQ0yWi3sKIGQ+Uwl1nSTMBR6pdlI+5Y8zAItKtsUtXNRLxCcyia0sjSnYe86v4a5tXFQ7rR6B7wWV29KUPBrqnENTJJNysgv1lsF1aF3cOFxcY034TO3n qYYnu0sGLKWbgiOveApgZ1Nkp+g7YUgEmsujStESIS3LYoFvF4LkrVhDaGDs4VmHDJlvG1RKA0TVX10oPsWXSrY+Uib9BWGZznTwl++sAbOFsoEvB7OtHBKIc/OtPBDvnCl3roQ2IJhy/C2RQEv1qU13rYr3nrF2zbF81Ux5sokrVnNOazVmbagS2qNM+1V4YuineeOt8YKolD6WLTPoBYCpuDsjYqvDcKyKCnMo7m2yZ40sicr2fbHaL1nB mSqGqKmYR9HUs5y98nmLPz2saZfhkOkXcf1hhRua+6bSEoxM7RP+rYXB5wUK076xU1cY7ZW6BizPmQf/nOS8K9m1zkb9h/1k5+/6T7+vvnh2Yu+iL6MHkZJ9G30OPohOo7OoiyaR39Ef0Z/dV52lp1fO79dSW/favp8Hm0dnd//BcyhsF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AKZUVz1zdNDXXOPTS2wWwJ50IEw=">AAAJ0HiclZZbb9s2FMfV7hZnl172uBdlRoFuMAzLGLD1rV1aYAW2NEuTpqjpGJREy6wpkSMpNwZ BDHvd2163r7Evs2+zQ0Z2bDrCMAE6OuLvT4o854hSKhhVejD459bt997/4MOP9jr7H3/y6Wd37t67/0rxWmbkLOOMy9cpVoTRipxpqhl5LSTBZcrIeTo/dPx8QaSivDrVS0HGJS4qOqUZ1tB0jlIVk8lwcrc76A/8Ee86SeN0o+Y4ntzb+xvlPKtLUumMYaVGyUDoscFS04wRu49qRQTO5rggI3ArXBI1Nn6+Nn4ALXk85RLOSse+dbOHwaV SyzIFZYn1TIXMNd7ERrWefjc2tBK1JlV29aBpzWLNY7f4OKeSZJotwcGZpDDXOJthiTMNIdrfRxV5l/GyxFVuUMVlKfKpNShj8ZHdhapo2MQYJMsY7nsIMzHDNlCDI5gFlYbFhjBNeUWsu8bPA1R4At3IpVZ6yUj8EB2gKczXTAzqXQytNRdIUIsOvrowSHkCzkECLdZMgIdPo/81phsORh3+jzHnWAjso+G9CQx0sYrIjvgkTUHoUpem5iSk KhN2NBwbxHBVwNy6SS/uDmMk/W0gPtoc6igc6s0mfdNQPSNcktI0V2tOG+fBSEFlwCsx3tLlZEor6tqteXrtb2mE5IKrRnS8cbOlyrjkjGG5tOZw7W4pGIGZW/Ojv2wROLGcW3NydQ0yWi3sKIGQ+Uwl1nSTMBR6pdlI+5Y8zAItKtsUtXNRLxCcyia0sjSnYe86v4a5tXFQ7rR6B7wWV29KUPBrqnENTJJNysgv1lsF1aF3cOFxcY034TO3n qYYnu0sGLKWbgiOveApgZ1Nkp+g7YUgEmsujStESIS3LYoFvF4LkrVhDaGDs4VmHDJlvG1RKA0TVX10oPsWXSrY+Uib9BWGZznTwl++sAbOFsoEvB7OtHBKIc/OtPBDvnCl3roQ2IJhy/C2RQEv1qU13rYr3nrF2zbF81Ux5sokrVnNOazVmbagS2qNM+1V4YuineeOt8YKolD6WLTPoBYCpuDsjYqvDcKyKCnMo7m2yZ40sicr2fbHaL1nB mSqGqKmYR9HUs5y98nmLPz2saZfhkOkXcf1hhRua+6bSEoxM7RP+rYXB5wUK076xU1cY7ZW6BizPmQf/nOS8K9m1zkb9h/1k5+/6T7+vvnh2Yu+iL6MHkZJ9G30OPohOo7OoiyaR39Ef0Z/dV52lp1fO79dSW/favp8Hm0dnd//BcyhsF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AKZUVz1zdNDXXOPTS2wWwJ50IEw=">AAAJ0HiclZZbb9s2FMfV7hZnl172uBdlRoFuMAzLGLD1rV1aYAW2NEuTpqjpGJREy6wpkSMpNwZ BDHvd2163r7Evs2+zQ0Z2bDrCMAE6OuLvT4o854hSKhhVejD459bt997/4MOP9jr7H3/y6Wd37t67/0rxWmbkLOOMy9cpVoTRipxpqhl5LSTBZcrIeTo/dPx8QaSivDrVS0HGJS4qOqUZ1tB0jlIVk8lwcrc76A/8Ee86SeN0o+Y4ntzb+xvlPKtLUumMYaVGyUDoscFS04wRu49qRQTO5rggI3ArXBI1Nn6+Nn4ALXk85RLOSse+dbOHwaV SyzIFZYn1TIXMNd7ERrWefjc2tBK1JlV29aBpzWLNY7f4OKeSZJotwcGZpDDXOJthiTMNIdrfRxV5l/GyxFVuUMVlKfKpNShj8ZHdhapo2MQYJMsY7nsIMzHDNlCDI5gFlYbFhjBNeUWsu8bPA1R4At3IpVZ6yUj8EB2gKczXTAzqXQytNRdIUIsOvrowSHkCzkECLdZMgIdPo/81phsORh3+jzHnWAjso+G9CQx0sYrIjvgkTUHoUpem5iSk KhN2NBwbxHBVwNy6SS/uDmMk/W0gPtoc6igc6s0mfdNQPSNcktI0V2tOG+fBSEFlwCsx3tLlZEor6tqteXrtb2mE5IKrRnS8cbOlyrjkjGG5tOZw7W4pGIGZW/Ojv2wROLGcW3NydQ0yWi3sKIGQ+Uwl1nSTMBR6pdlI+5Y8zAItKtsUtXNRLxCcyia0sjSnYe86v4a5tXFQ7rR6B7wWV29KUPBrqnENTJJNysgv1lsF1aF3cOFxcY034TO3n qYYnu0sGLKWbgiOveApgZ1Nkp+g7YUgEmsujStESIS3LYoFvF4LkrVhDaGDs4VmHDJlvG1RKA0TVX10oPsWXSrY+Uib9BWGZznTwl++sAbOFsoEvB7OtHBKIc/OtPBDvnCl3roQ2IJhy/C2RQEv1qU13rYr3nrF2zbF81Ux5sokrVnNOazVmbagS2qNM+1V4YuineeOt8YKolD6WLTPoBYCpuDsjYqvDcKyKCnMo7m2yZ40sicr2fbHaL1nB mSqGqKmYR9HUs5y98nmLPz2saZfhkOkXcf1hhRua+6bSEoxM7RP+rYXB5wUK076xU1cY7ZW6BizPmQf/nOS8K9m1zkb9h/1k5+/6T7+vvnh2Yu+iL6MHkZJ9G30OPohOo7OoiyaR39Ef0Z/dV52lp1fO79dSW/favp8Hm0dnd//BcyhsF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AKZUVz1zdNDXXOPTS2wWwJ50IEw=">AAAJ0HiclZZbb9s2FMfV7hZnl172uBdlRoFuMAzLGLD1rV1aYAW2NEuTpqjpGJREy6wpkSMpNwZ BDHvd2163r7Evs2+zQ0Z2bDrCMAE6OuLvT4o854hSKhhVejD459bt997/4MOP9jr7H3/y6Wd37t67/0rxWmbkLOOMy9cpVoTRipxpqhl5LSTBZcrIeTo/dPx8QaSivDrVS0HGJS4qOqUZ1tB0jlIVk8lwcrc76A/8Ee86SeN0o+Y4ntzb+xvlPKtLUumMYaVGyUDoscFS04wRu49qRQTO5rggI3ArXBI1Nn6+Nn4ALXk85RLOSse+dbOHwaV SyzIFZYn1TIXMNd7ERrWefjc2tBK1JlV29aBpzWLNY7f4OKeSZJotwcGZpDDXOJthiTMNIdrfRxV5l/GyxFVuUMVlKfKpNShj8ZHdhapo2MQYJMsY7nsIMzHDNlCDI5gFlYbFhjBNeUWsu8bPA1R4At3IpVZ6yUj8EB2gKczXTAzqXQytNRdIUIsOvrowSHkCzkECLdZMgIdPo/81phsORh3+jzHnWAjso+G9CQx0sYrIjvgkTUHoUpem5iSk KhN2NBwbxHBVwNy6SS/uDmMk/W0gPtoc6igc6s0mfdNQPSNcktI0V2tOG+fBSEFlwCsx3tLlZEor6tqteXrtb2mE5IKrRnS8cbOlyrjkjGG5tOZw7W4pGIGZW/Ojv2wROLGcW3NydQ0yWi3sKIGQ+Uwl1nSTMBR6pdlI+5Y8zAItKtsUtXNRLxCcyia0sjSnYe86v4a5tXFQ7rR6B7wWV29KUPBrqnENTJJNysgv1lsF1aF3cOFxcY034TO3n qYYnu0sGLKWbgiOveApgZ1Nkp+g7YUgEmsujStESIS3LYoFvF4LkrVhDaGDs4VmHDJlvG1RKA0TVX10oPsWXSrY+Uib9BWGZznTwl++sAbOFsoEvB7OtHBKIc/OtPBDvnCl3roQ2IJhy/C2RQEv1qU13rYr3nrF2zbF81Ux5sokrVnNOazVmbagS2qNM+1V4YuineeOt8YKolD6WLTPoBYCpuDsjYqvDcKyKCnMo7m2yZ40sicr2fbHaL1nB mSqGqKmYR9HUs5y98nmLPz2saZfhkOkXcf1hhRua+6bSEoxM7RP+rYXB5wUK076xU1cY7ZW6BizPmQf/nOS8K9m1zkb9h/1k5+/6T7+vvnh2Yu+iL6MHkZJ9G30OPohOo7OoiyaR39Ef0Z/dV52lp1fO79dSW/favp8Hm0dnd//BcyhsF8=</latexit>
Y(⇠, q1, q2) := I(⇠; q1, q2)
<latexit sha1_base64="zcvVCHBuarzEIY84qOxeROa7U1 Q=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WoIiUpgi+EohvdVTC20oQwmU7boZOHMxOxhP6DG3/FjQsVt67c+TdO2gjaeuD C4Zx7mTnHixgV0jC+tNzU9MzsXH6+sLC4tLyir65dizDmmFg4ZCFveEgQRgNiSSoZaUScIN9jpO71zlK/fke4oGFwJfsRcX zUCWibYiSV5Oo7to9kFyMGb0r2Pd29dU01lW14dAIvUuUY/kiuXjTKxhBwkpgZKYIMNVf/tFshjn0SSMyQEE3TiKSTIC4pZm RQsGNBIoR7qEOaigbIJ8JJhpkGcEspLdgOuZpAwqH6+yJBvhB931ObaQIx7qXif14zlu0DJ6FBFEsS4NFD7ZhBGcK0INiin GDJ+oogzKn6K8RdxBGWqsaCKsEcjzxJrEr5sGxe7hWrp1kbebABNkEJmGAfVME5qAELYPAAnsALeNUetWftTXsfrea07GYd /IH28Q1OxJrT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zcvVCHBuarzEIY84qOxeROa7U1 Q=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WoIiUpgi+EohvdVTC20oQwmU7boZOHMxOxhP6DG3/FjQsVt67c+TdO2gjaeuD C4Zx7mTnHixgV0jC+tNzU9MzsXH6+sLC4tLyir65dizDmmFg4ZCFveEgQRgNiSSoZaUScIN9jpO71zlK/fke4oGFwJfsRcX zUCWibYiSV5Oo7to9kFyMGb0r2Pd29dU01lW14dAIvUuUY/kiuXjTKxhBwkpgZKYIMNVf/tFshjn0SSMyQEE3TiKSTIC4pZm RQsGNBIoR7qEOaigbIJ8JJhpkGcEspLdgOuZpAwqH6+yJBvhB931ObaQIx7qXif14zlu0DJ6FBFEsS4NFD7ZhBGcK0INiin GDJ+oogzKn6K8RdxBGWqsaCKsEcjzxJrEr5sGxe7hWrp1kbebABNkEJmGAfVME5qAELYPAAnsALeNUetWftTXsfrea07GYd /IH28Q1OxJrT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zcvVCHBuarzEIY84qOxeROa7U1 Q=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WoIiUpgi+EohvdVTC20oQwmU7boZOHMxOxhP6DG3/FjQsVt67c+TdO2gjaeuD C4Zx7mTnHixgV0jC+tNzU9MzsXH6+sLC4tLyir65dizDmmFg4ZCFveEgQRgNiSSoZaUScIN9jpO71zlK/fke4oGFwJfsRcX zUCWibYiSV5Oo7to9kFyMGb0r2Pd29dU01lW14dAIvUuUY/kiuXjTKxhBwkpgZKYIMNVf/tFshjn0SSMyQEE3TiKSTIC4pZm RQsGNBIoR7qEOaigbIJ8JJhpkGcEspLdgOuZpAwqH6+yJBvhB931ObaQIx7qXif14zlu0DJ6FBFEsS4NFD7ZhBGcK0INiin GDJ+oogzKn6K8RdxBGWqsaCKsEcjzxJrEr5sGxe7hWrp1kbebABNkEJmGAfVME5qAELYPAAnsALeNUetWftTXsfrea07GYd /IH28Q1OxJrT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zcvVCHBuarzEIY84qOxeROa7U1 Q=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WoIiUpgi+EohvdVTC20oQwmU7boZOHMxOxhP6DG3/FjQsVt67c+TdO2gjaeuD C4Zx7mTnHixgV0jC+tNzU9MzsXH6+sLC4tLyir65dizDmmFg4ZCFveEgQRgNiSSoZaUScIN9jpO71zlK/fke4oGFwJfsRcX zUCWibYiSV5Oo7to9kFyMGb0r2Pd29dU01lW14dAIvUuUY/kiuXjTKxhBwkpgZKYIMNVf/tFshjn0SSMyQEE3TiKSTIC4pZm RQsGNBIoR7qEOaigbIJ8JJhpkGcEspLdgOuZpAwqH6+yJBvhB931ObaQIx7qXif14zlu0DJ6FBFEsS4NFD7ZhBGcK0INiin GDJ+oogzKn6K8RdxBGWqsaCKsEcjzxJrEr5sGxe7hWrp1kbebABNkEJmGAfVME5qAELYPAAnsALeNUetWftTXsfrea07GYd /IH28Q1OxJrT</latexit>
E˜(q3, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="dY4ezkt9yBab8q3Wfe3hYIc Sv30=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBahgpREBfVWFMFjBWMLbQibzaZduvlwd1Ioof/EiwcVr/4Ub/4bt2 0O2vpg4PHeDDPz/FRwBZb1bZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre0dc3fvUSWZpMyhiUhk2yeKCR4zBzgI1k4lI5EvWMsf3Ez81pBJ xZP4AUYpcyPSi3nIKQEteabZBS4Clt+Oa0/e2Qkce2bVqltT4EViF6SKCjQ986sbJDSLWAxUEKU6tpWCmxMJnAo2r nQzxVJCB6THOprGJGLKzaeXj/GRVgIcJlJXDHiq/p7ISaTUKPJ1Z0Sgr+a9ifif18kgvHRzHqcZsJjOFoWZwJDgSQ w44JJRECNNCJVc34ppn0hCQYdV0SHY8y8vEue0flW378+rjesijTI6QIeohmx0gRroDjWRgygaomf0it6M3Hgx3o2 PWWvJKGb20R8Ynz/vSZK+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dY4ezkt9yBab8q3Wfe3hYIc Sv30=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBahgpREBfVWFMFjBWMLbQibzaZduvlwd1Ioof/EiwcVr/4Ub/4bt2 0O2vpg4PHeDDPz/FRwBZb1bZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre0dc3fvUSWZpMyhiUhk2yeKCR4zBzgI1k4lI5EvWMsf3Ez81pBJ xZP4AUYpcyPSi3nIKQEteabZBS4Clt+Oa0/e2Qkce2bVqltT4EViF6SKCjQ986sbJDSLWAxUEKU6tpWCmxMJnAo2r nQzxVJCB6THOprGJGLKzaeXj/GRVgIcJlJXDHiq/p7ISaTUKPJ1Z0Sgr+a9ifif18kgvHRzHqcZsJjOFoWZwJDgSQ w44JJRECNNCJVc34ppn0hCQYdV0SHY8y8vEue0flW378+rjesijTI6QIeohmx0gRroDjWRgygaomf0it6M3Hgx3o2 PWWvJKGb20R8Ynz/vSZK+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dY4ezkt9yBab8q3Wfe3hYIc Sv30=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBahgpREBfVWFMFjBWMLbQibzaZduvlwd1Ioof/EiwcVr/4Ub/4bt2 0O2vpg4PHeDDPz/FRwBZb1bZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre0dc3fvUSWZpMyhiUhk2yeKCR4zBzgI1k4lI5EvWMsf3Ez81pBJ xZP4AUYpcyPSi3nIKQEteabZBS4Clt+Oa0/e2Qkce2bVqltT4EViF6SKCjQ986sbJDSLWAxUEKU6tpWCmxMJnAo2r nQzxVJCB6THOprGJGLKzaeXj/GRVgIcJlJXDHiq/p7ISaTUKPJ1Z0Sgr+a9ifif18kgvHRzHqcZsJjOFoWZwJDgSQ w44JJRECNNCJVc34ppn0hCQYdV0SHY8y8vEue0flW378+rjesijTI6QIeohmx0gRroDjWRgygaomf0it6M3Hgx3o2 PWWvJKGb20R8Ynz/vSZK+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dY4ezkt9yBab8q3Wfe3hYIc Sv30=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBahgpREBfVWFMFjBWMLbQibzaZduvlwd1Ioof/EiwcVr/4Ub/4bt2 0O2vpg4PHeDDPz/FRwBZb1bZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre0dc3fvUSWZpMyhiUhk2yeKCR4zBzgI1k4lI5EvWMsf3Ez81pBJ xZP4AUYpcyPSi3nIKQEteabZBS4Clt+Oa0/e2Qkce2bVqltT4EViF6SKCjQ986sbJDSLWAxUEKU6tpWCmxMJnAo2r nQzxVJCB6THOprGJGLKzaeXj/GRVgIcJlJXDHiq/p7ISaTUKPJ1Z0Sgr+a9ifif18kgvHRzHqcZsJjOFoWZwJDgSQ w44JJRECNNCJVc34ppn0hCQYdV0SHY8y8vEue0flW378+rjesijTI6QIeohmx0gRroDjWRgygaomf0it6M3Hgx3o2 PWWvJKGb20R8Ynz/vSZK+</latexit>
E(q3, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="5IpqSv1yae9jiZDO40sB1Yk Y+to=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQQUqignoriuCxgrHFNpTNdtsu3Wzi7kQoof/CiwcVr/4cb/4bt2 0O2vpg4PHeDDPzglhwjY7zbeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc2t4vbOvY4SRZlHIxGpRkA0E1wyDzkK1ogVI2EgWD0YXI39+hNT mkfyDocx80PSk7zLKUEjPaTXo/Jj++QID9vFklNxJrDniZuREmSotYtfrU5Ek5BJpIJo3XSdGP2UKORUsFGhlWgWE zogPdY0VJKQaT+dXDyyD4zSsbuRMiXRnqi/J1ISaj0MA9MZEuzrWW8s/uc1E+ye+ymXcYJM0umibiJsjOzx+3aHK0 ZRDA0hVHFzq037RBGKJqSCCcGdfXmeeMeVi4p7e1qqXmZp5GEP9qEMLpxBFW6gBh5QkPAMr/BmaevFerc+pq05K5v ZhT+wPn8AzsSP4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5IpqSv1yae9jiZDO40sB1Yk Y+to=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQQUqignoriuCxgrHFNpTNdtsu3Wzi7kQoof/CiwcVr/4cb/4bt2 0O2vpg4PHeDDPzglhwjY7zbeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc2t4vbOvY4SRZlHIxGpRkA0E1wyDzkK1ogVI2EgWD0YXI39+hNT mkfyDocx80PSk7zLKUEjPaTXo/Jj++QID9vFklNxJrDniZuREmSotYtfrU5Ek5BJpIJo3XSdGP2UKORUsFGhlWgWE zogPdY0VJKQaT+dXDyyD4zSsbuRMiXRnqi/J1ISaj0MA9MZEuzrWW8s/uc1E+ye+ymXcYJM0umibiJsjOzx+3aHK0 ZRDA0hVHFzq037RBGKJqSCCcGdfXmeeMeVi4p7e1qqXmZp5GEP9qEMLpxBFW6gBh5QkPAMr/BmaevFerc+pq05K5v ZhT+wPn8AzsSP4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5IpqSv1yae9jiZDO40sB1Yk Y+to=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQQUqignoriuCxgrHFNpTNdtsu3Wzi7kQoof/CiwcVr/4cb/4bt2 0O2vpg4PHeDDPzglhwjY7zbeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc2t4vbOvY4SRZlHIxGpRkA0E1wyDzkK1ogVI2EgWD0YXI39+hNT mkfyDocx80PSk7zLKUEjPaTXo/Jj++QID9vFklNxJrDniZuREmSotYtfrU5Ek5BJpIJo3XSdGP2UKORUsFGhlWgWE zogPdY0VJKQaT+dXDyyD4zSsbuRMiXRnqi/J1ISaj0MA9MZEuzrWW8s/uc1E+ye+ymXcYJM0umibiJsjOzx+3aHK0 ZRDA0hVHFzq037RBGKJqSCCcGdfXmeeMeVi4p7e1qqXmZp5GEP9qEMLpxBFW6gBh5QkPAMr/BmaevFerc+pq05K5v ZhT+wPn8AzsSP4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5IpqSv1yae9jiZDO40sB1Yk Y+to=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQQUqignoriuCxgrHFNpTNdtsu3Wzi7kQoof/CiwcVr/4cb/4bt2 0O2vpg4PHeDDPzglhwjY7zbeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc2t4vbOvY4SRZlHIxGpRkA0E1wyDzkK1ogVI2EgWD0YXI39+hNT mkfyDocx80PSk7zLKUEjPaTXo/Jj++QID9vFklNxJrDniZuREmSotYtfrU5Ek5BJpIJo3XSdGP2UKORUsFGhlWgWE zogPdY0VJKQaT+dXDyyD4zSsbuRMiXRnqi/J1ISaj0MA9MZEuzrWW8s/uc1E+ye+ymXcYJM0umibiJsjOzx+3aHK0 ZRDA0hVHFzq037RBGKJqSCCcGdfXmeeMeVi4p7e1qqXmZp5GEP9qEMLpxBFW6gBh5QkPAMr/BmaevFerc+pq05K5v ZhT+wPn8AzsSP4w==</latexit>
H
<latexit sha1_base64="A7p9 ZQO4KIjga3njgVovEHbGQTE=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+V T16WSyCp5KIoN6KXnqsYLTYhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6b/w4kHFqz/Hm //GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h/c myTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSP4Sjm9x/eOLaiETd4Tj lQUwHSkSCUbTSYzemOGRUkmavWnPr7gxkmXgFqUGBVq/61e0nLIu 5QiapMR3PTTGYUI2CST6tdDPDU8pGdMA7lioacxNMZomn5MQqfR Il2j6FZKb+3pjQ2JhxHNrJPKFZ9HLxP6+TYXQZTIRKM+SKzT+KM kkwIfn5pC80ZyjHllCmhc1K2JBqytCWVLEleIsnLxP/rH5V927Pa 43roo0yHMExnIIHF9CAJrTABwYKnuEV3hzjvDjvzsd8tOQUO4fw B87nD3VgkFA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A7p9 ZQO4KIjga3njgVovEHbGQTE=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+V T16WSyCp5KIoN6KXnqsYLTYhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6b/w4kHFqz/Hm //GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h/c myTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSP4Sjm9x/eOLaiETd4Tj lQUwHSkSCUbTSYzemOGRUkmavWnPr7gxkmXgFqUGBVq/61e0nLIu 5QiapMR3PTTGYUI2CST6tdDPDU8pGdMA7lioacxNMZomn5MQqfR Il2j6FZKb+3pjQ2JhxHNrJPKFZ9HLxP6+TYXQZTIRKM+SKzT+KM kkwIfn5pC80ZyjHllCmhc1K2JBqytCWVLEleIsnLxP/rH5V927Pa 43roo0yHMExnIIHF9CAJrTABwYKnuEV3hzjvDjvzsd8tOQUO4fw B87nD3VgkFA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A7p9 ZQO4KIjga3njgVovEHbGQTE=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+V T16WSyCp5KIoN6KXnqsYLTYhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6b/w4kHFqz/Hm //GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h/c myTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSP4Sjm9x/eOLaiETd4Tj lQUwHSkSCUbTSYzemOGRUkmavWnPr7gxkmXgFqUGBVq/61e0nLIu 5QiapMR3PTTGYUI2CST6tdDPDU8pGdMA7lioacxNMZomn5MQqfR Il2j6FZKb+3pjQ2JhxHNrJPKFZ9HLxP6+TYXQZTIRKM+SKzT+KM kkwIfn5pC80ZyjHllCmhc1K2JBqytCWVLEleIsnLxP/rH5V927Pa 43roo0yHMExnIIHF9CAJrTABwYKnuEV3hzjvDjvzsd8tOQUO4fw B87nD3VgkFA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A7p9 ZQO4KIjga3njgVovEHbGQTE=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+V T16WSyCp5KIoN6KXnqsYLTYhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6b/w4kHFqz/Hm //GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h/c myTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSP4Sjm9x/eOLaiETd4Tj lQUwHSkSCUbTSYzemOGRUkmavWnPr7gxkmXgFqUGBVq/61e0nLIu 5QiapMR3PTTGYUI2CST6tdDPDU8pGdMA7lioacxNMZomn5MQqfR Il2j6FZKb+3pjQ2JhxHNrJPKFZ9HLxP6+TYXQZTIRKM+SKzT+KM kkwIfn5pC80ZyjHllCmhc1K2JBqytCWVLEleIsnLxP/rH5V927Pa 43roo0yHMExnIIHF9CAJrTABwYKnuEV3hzjvDjvzsd8tOQUO4fw B87nD3VgkFA=</latexit>
Light source
E1(q3, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="GIElA2bNwxZBsFBgEzD1VLFQWM0=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBAiSNhVQb0FRfAYwZhAsiyzk9lkyOzDmV4hLPkNLx 5UvPo13vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLT6TQaNvf1sLi0vLKamGtuL6xubVd2tl90HGqGG+wWMaq5VPNpYh4AwVK3koUp6EvedMfXI/95hNXWsTRPQ4T7oa0F4lAMIpG6mQ3I8+pPHqnx3jklcp21Z6AzBMnJ2XIUfdKX51uzNKQR8gk1brt2Am6GVUomOSjYifVPKFsQHu8bWhEQ67dbHLziBwapUuCWJmKkEzU3xMZDbUehr7pDCn29 aw3Fv/z2ikGF24moiRFHrHpoiCVBGMyDoB0heIM5dAQypQwtxLWp4oyNDEVTQjO7MvzpHFSvaw6d2fl2lWeRgH24QAq4MA51OAW6tAABgk8wyu8Wan1Yr1bH9PWBSuf2YM/sD5/APk4kIc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GIElA2bNwxZBsFBgEzD1VLFQWM0=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBAiSNhVQb0FRfAYwZhAsiyzk9lkyOzDmV4hLPkNLx 5UvPo13vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLT6TQaNvf1sLi0vLKamGtuL6xubVd2tl90HGqGG+wWMaq5VPNpYh4AwVK3koUp6EvedMfXI/95hNXWsTRPQ4T7oa0F4lAMIpG6mQ3I8+pPHqnx3jklcp21Z6AzBMnJ2XIUfdKX51uzNKQR8gk1brt2Am6GVUomOSjYifVPKFsQHu8bWhEQ67dbHLziBwapUuCWJmKkEzU3xMZDbUehr7pDCn29 aw3Fv/z2ikGF24moiRFHrHpoiCVBGMyDoB0heIM5dAQypQwtxLWp4oyNDEVTQjO7MvzpHFSvaw6d2fl2lWeRgH24QAq4MA51OAW6tAABgk8wyu8Wan1Yr1bH9PWBSuf2YM/sD5/APk4kIc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GIElA2bNwxZBsFBgEzD1VLFQWM0=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBAiSNhVQb0FRfAYwZhAsiyzk9lkyOzDmV4hLPkNLx 5UvPo13vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLT6TQaNvf1sLi0vLKamGtuL6xubVd2tl90HGqGG+wWMaq5VPNpYh4AwVK3koUp6EvedMfXI/95hNXWsTRPQ4T7oa0F4lAMIpG6mQ3I8+pPHqnx3jklcp21Z6AzBMnJ2XIUfdKX51uzNKQR8gk1brt2Am6GVUomOSjYifVPKFsQHu8bWhEQ67dbHLziBwapUuCWJmKkEzU3xMZDbUehr7pDCn29 aw3Fv/z2ikGF24moiRFHrHpoiCVBGMyDoB0heIM5dAQypQwtxLWp4oyNDEVTQjO7MvzpHFSvaw6d2fl2lWeRgH24QAq4MA51OAW6tAABgk8wyu8Wan1Yr1bH9PWBSuf2YM/sD5/APk4kIc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GIElA2bNwxZBsFBgEzD1VLFQWM0=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBAiSNhVQb0FRfAYwZhAsiyzk9lkyOzDmV4hLPkNLx 5UvPo13vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLT6TQaNvf1sLi0vLKamGtuL6xubVd2tl90HGqGG+wWMaq5VPNpYh4AwVK3koUp6EvedMfXI/95hNXWsTRPQ4T7oa0F4lAMIpG6mQ3I8+pPHqnx3jklcp21Z6AzBMnJ2XIUfdKX51uzNKQR8gk1brt2Am6GVUomOSjYifVPKFsQHu8bWhEQ67dbHLziBwapUuCWJmKkEzU3xMZDbUehr7pDCn29 aw3Fv/z2ikGF24moiRFHrHpoiCVBGMyDoB0heIM5dAQypQwtxLWp4oyNDEVTQjO7MvzpHFSvaw6d2fl2lWeRgH24QAq4MA51OAW6tAABgk8wyu8Wan1Yr1bH9PWBSuf2YM/sD5/APk4kIc=</latexit>
E2(q3, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="qHNFwkqCRIlGgevia9PYpppd4ec=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpSkCuqtKILHCsYW2hA22027dLOJuxOhhP4NLx 5UvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBNdj2t1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt7DzpOFWUujUWs2gHRTHDJXOAgWDtRjESBYK1geD3xW09MaR7LexglzItIX/KQUwJG6mY3Y79effRPT+DYL1fsmj0FXiROTiooR9Mvf3V7MU0jJoEKonXHsRPwMqKAU8HGpW6qWULokPRZx1BJIqa9bHrzGB8ZpYfDWJmSgKfq74mMRFqPosB0RgQGe t6biP95nRTCCy/jMkmBSTpbFKYCQ4wnAeAeV4yCGBlCqOLmVkwHRBEKJqaSCcGZf3mRuPXaZc25O6s0rvI0iugAHaIqctA5aqBb1EQuoihBz+gVvVmp9WK9Wx+z1oKVz+yjP7A+fwD6wpCI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qHNFwkqCRIlGgevia9PYpppd4ec=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpSkCuqtKILHCsYW2hA22027dLOJuxOhhP4NLx 5UvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBNdj2t1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt7DzpOFWUujUWs2gHRTHDJXOAgWDtRjESBYK1geD3xW09MaR7LexglzItIX/KQUwJG6mY3Y79effRPT+DYL1fsmj0FXiROTiooR9Mvf3V7MU0jJoEKonXHsRPwMqKAU8HGpW6qWULokPRZx1BJIqa9bHrzGB8ZpYfDWJmSgKfq74mMRFqPosB0RgQGe t6biP95nRTCCy/jMkmBSTpbFKYCQ4wnAeAeV4yCGBlCqOLmVkwHRBEKJqaSCcGZf3mRuPXaZc25O6s0rvI0iugAHaIqctA5aqBb1EQuoihBz+gVvVmp9WK9Wx+z1oKVz+yjP7A+fwD6wpCI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qHNFwkqCRIlGgevia9PYpppd4ec=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpSkCuqtKILHCsYW2hA22027dLOJuxOhhP4NLx 5UvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBNdj2t1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt7DzpOFWUujUWs2gHRTHDJXOAgWDtRjESBYK1geD3xW09MaR7LexglzItIX/KQUwJG6mY3Y79effRPT+DYL1fsmj0FXiROTiooR9Mvf3V7MU0jJoEKonXHsRPwMqKAU8HGpW6qWULokPRZx1BJIqa9bHrzGB8ZpYfDWJmSgKfq74mMRFqPosB0RgQGe t6biP95nRTCCy/jMkmBSTpbFKYCQ4wnAeAeV4yCGBlCqOLmVkwHRBEKJqaSCcGZf3mRuPXaZc25O6s0rvI0iugAHaIqctA5aqBb1EQuoihBz+gVvVmp9WK9Wx+z1oKVz+yjP7A+fwD6wpCI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qHNFwkqCRIlGgevia9PYpppd4ec=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpSkCuqtKILHCsYW2hA22027dLOJuxOhhP4NLx 5UvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBNdj2t1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt7DzpOFWUujUWs2gHRTHDJXOAgWDtRjESBYK1geD3xW09MaR7LexglzItIX/KQUwJG6mY3Y79effRPT+DYL1fsmj0FXiROTiooR9Mvf3V7MU0jJoEKonXHsRPwMqKAU8HGpW6qWULokPRZx1BJIqa9bHrzGB8ZpYfDWJmSgKfq74mMRFqPosB0RgQGe t6biP95nRTCCy/jMkmBSTpbFKYCQ4wnAeAeV4yCGBlCqOLmVkwHRBEKJqaSCcGZf3mRuPXaZc25O6s0rvI0iugAHaIqctA5aqBb1EQuoihBz+gVvVmp9WK9Wx+z1oKVz+yjP7A+fwD6wpCI</latexit>
F 1
<latexit sha1_base64="eOAjqjdGAGULPp5XlaERzPRmMv4=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+NOrRy2IRvFgSEdRbUR CPFYwttLFstpt26WYTdjdCDf0lXjyoePWvePPfuGlz0NaBhWHmPd7sBAlnSjvOt1VaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7ar9s7uvYpTSahHYh7LdoAV5UxQTzPNaTuRFEcBp61gdJX7rUcqFYvFnR4n1I/wQLCQEayN1LOr3QjrIcEcXT9kx+6kZ9ecujMFWiRuQWpQoN mzv7r9mKQRFZpwrFTHdRLtZ1hqRjidVLqpogkmIzygHUMFjqjys2nwCTo0Sh+FsTRPaDRVf29kOFJqHAVmMo+p5r1c/M/rpDo89zMmklRTQWaHwpQjHaO8BdRnkhLNx4ZgIpnJisgQS0y06apiSnDnv7xIvJP6Rd29Pa01Los2yrAPB3AELpxBA26gCR 4QSOEZXuHNerJerHfrYzZasoqdPfgD6/MHS6WSZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eOAjqjdGAGULPp5XlaERzPRmMv4=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+NOrRy2IRvFgSEdRbUR CPFYwttLFstpt26WYTdjdCDf0lXjyoePWvePPfuGlz0NaBhWHmPd7sBAlnSjvOt1VaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7ar9s7uvYpTSahHYh7LdoAV5UxQTzPNaTuRFEcBp61gdJX7rUcqFYvFnR4n1I/wQLCQEayN1LOr3QjrIcEcXT9kx+6kZ9ecujMFWiRuQWpQoN mzv7r9mKQRFZpwrFTHdRLtZ1hqRjidVLqpogkmIzygHUMFjqjys2nwCTo0Sh+FsTRPaDRVf29kOFJqHAVmMo+p5r1c/M/rpDo89zMmklRTQWaHwpQjHaO8BdRnkhLNx4ZgIpnJisgQS0y06apiSnDnv7xIvJP6Rd29Pa01Los2yrAPB3AELpxBA26gCR 4QSOEZXuHNerJerHfrYzZasoqdPfgD6/MHS6WSZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eOAjqjdGAGULPp5XlaERzPRmMv4=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+NOrRy2IRvFgSEdRbUR CPFYwttLFstpt26WYTdjdCDf0lXjyoePWvePPfuGlz0NaBhWHmPd7sBAlnSjvOt1VaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7ar9s7uvYpTSahHYh7LdoAV5UxQTzPNaTuRFEcBp61gdJX7rUcqFYvFnR4n1I/wQLCQEayN1LOr3QjrIcEcXT9kx+6kZ9ecujMFWiRuQWpQoN mzv7r9mKQRFZpwrFTHdRLtZ1hqRjidVLqpogkmIzygHUMFjqjys2nwCTo0Sh+FsTRPaDRVf29kOFJqHAVmMo+p5r1c/M/rpDo89zMmklRTQWaHwpQjHaO8BdRnkhLNx4ZgIpnJisgQS0y06apiSnDnv7xIvJP6Rd29Pa01Los2yrAPB3AELpxBA26gCR 4QSOEZXuHNerJerHfrYzZasoqdPfgD6/MHS6WSZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eOAjqjdGAGULPp5XlaERzPRmMv4=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+NOrRy2IRvFgSEdRbUR CPFYwttLFstpt26WYTdjdCDf0lXjyoePWvePPfuGlz0NaBhWHmPd7sBAlnSjvOt1VaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7ar9s7uvYpTSahHYh7LdoAV5UxQTzPNaTuRFEcBp61gdJX7rUcqFYvFnR4n1I/wQLCQEayN1LOr3QjrIcEcXT9kx+6kZ9ecujMFWiRuQWpQoN mzv7r9mKQRFZpwrFTHdRLtZ1hqRjidVLqpogkmIzygHUMFjqjys2nwCTo0Sh+FsTRPaDRVf29kOFJqHAVmMo+p5r1c/M/rpDo89zMmklRTQWaHwpQjHaO8BdRnkhLNx4ZgIpnJisgQS0y06apiSnDnv7xIvJP6Rd29Pa01Los2yrAPB3AELpxBA26gCR 4QSOEZXuHNerJerHfrYzZasoqdPfgD6/MHS6WSZQ==</latexit>
F
<latexit sha1_base64="c+ZxYuZifFz6H50HGtpRf9EVQHM=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN6KgnisY GyxDWWz3bZLN5uw+yKU0H/hxYOKV3+ON/+NmzYHrQ4sDDPvsfMmTKQw6LpfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u7dmzjVjPsslrFuh9RwKRT3UaDk7URzGoWSt8LxVe63Hrk2IlZ3OEl4ENGhEgPBKFrpoRtRHDEqyXWvWnPr7gzkL/EKUoMCzV71s9uPWRpxhUxSY zqem2CQUY2CST6tdFPDE8rGdMg7lioacRNks8RTcmSVPhnE2j6FZKb+3MhoZMwkCu1kntAsern4n9dJcXAeZEIlKXLF5h8NUkkwJvn5pC80ZygnllCmhc1K2IhqytCWVLEleIsn/yX+Sf2i7t2e1hqXRRtlOIBDOAYPzqABN9AEHxgoeIIXeHWM8+y8Oe/z0Z JT7OzDLzgf33JakE4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c+ZxYuZifFz6H50HGtpRf9EVQHM=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN6KgnisY GyxDWWz3bZLN5uw+yKU0H/hxYOKV3+ON/+NmzYHrQ4sDDPvsfMmTKQw6LpfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u7dmzjVjPsslrFuh9RwKRT3UaDk7URzGoWSt8LxVe63Hrk2IlZ3OEl4ENGhEgPBKFrpoRtRHDEqyXWvWnPr7gzkL/EKUoMCzV71s9uPWRpxhUxSY zqem2CQUY2CST6tdFPDE8rGdMg7lioacRNks8RTcmSVPhnE2j6FZKb+3MhoZMwkCu1kntAsern4n9dJcXAeZEIlKXLF5h8NUkkwJvn5pC80ZygnllCmhc1K2IhqytCWVLEleIsn/yX+Sf2i7t2e1hqXRRtlOIBDOAYPzqABN9AEHxgoeIIXeHWM8+y8Oe/z0Z JT7OzDLzgf33JakE4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c+ZxYuZifFz6H50HGtpRf9EVQHM=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN6KgnisY GyxDWWz3bZLN5uw+yKU0H/hxYOKV3+ON/+NmzYHrQ4sDDPvsfMmTKQw6LpfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u7dmzjVjPsslrFuh9RwKRT3UaDk7URzGoWSt8LxVe63Hrk2IlZ3OEl4ENGhEgPBKFrpoRtRHDEqyXWvWnPr7gzkL/EKUoMCzV71s9uPWRpxhUxSY zqem2CQUY2CST6tdFPDE8rGdMg7lioacRNks8RTcmSVPhnE2j6FZKb+3MhoZMwkCu1kntAsern4n9dJcXAeZEIlKXLF5h8NUkkwJvn5pC80ZygnllCmhc1K2IhqytCWVLEleIsn/yX+Sf2i7t2e1hqXRRtlOIBDOAYPzqABN9AEHxgoeIIXeHWM8+y8Oe/z0Z JT7OzDLzgf33JakE4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c+ZxYuZifFz6H50HGtpRf9EVQHM=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN6KgnisY GyxDWWz3bZLN5uw+yKU0H/hxYOKV3+ON/+NmzYHrQ4sDDPvsfMmTKQw6LpfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u7dmzjVjPsslrFuh9RwKRT3UaDk7URzGoWSt8LxVe63Hrk2IlZ3OEl4ENGhEgPBKFrpoRtRHDEqyXWvWnPr7gzkL/EKUoMCzV71s9uPWRpxhUxSY zqem2CQUY2CST6tdFPDE8rGdMg7lioacRNks8RTcmSVPhnE2j6FZKb+3MhoZMwkCu1kntAsern4n9dJcXAeZEIlKXLF5h8NUkkwJvn5pC80ZygnllCmhc1K2IhqytCWVLEleIsn/yX+Sf2i7t2e1hqXRRtlOIBDOAYPzqABN9AEHxgoeIIXeHWM8+y8Oe/z0Z JT7OzDLzgf33JakE4=</latexit>
0 ⇠max
<latexit sha1_base64="LeV+21EKI7Y9cOyITahCHkdTKdo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQb0VvXisYGyhCWWz3bRLd7 NhdyItoT/DiwcVr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwA6777ZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpsynSijdjohhgifMBw6CtVPNiIwEa0XD26nfemLacJU8wDhloST9hMecErBS5ywY8W4eSDKadKs1t+7OgJeJV5AaKtDsVr+CnqKZZAlQQYzpeG4KYU40cCrYpBJkhqWEDkmfdSxNiGQmzGcnT /CJVXo4VtpWAnim/p7IiTRmLCPbKQkMzKI3Ff/zOhnEV2HOkzQDltD5ojgTGBSe/o97XDMKYmwJoZrbWzEdEE0o2JQqNgRv8eVl4p/Xr+ve/UWtcVOkUUZH6BidIg9doga6Q03kI4oUekav6M0B58V5dz7mrSWnmDlEf+B8/gDGsJEf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LeV+21EKI7Y9cOyITahCHkdTKdo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQb0VvXisYGyhCWWz3bRLd7 NhdyItoT/DiwcVr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwA6777ZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpsynSijdjohhgifMBw6CtVPNiIwEa0XD26nfemLacJU8wDhloST9hMecErBS5ywY8W4eSDKadKs1t+7OgJeJV5AaKtDsVr+CnqKZZAlQQYzpeG4KYU40cCrYpBJkhqWEDkmfdSxNiGQmzGcnT /CJVXo4VtpWAnim/p7IiTRmLCPbKQkMzKI3Ff/zOhnEV2HOkzQDltD5ojgTGBSe/o97XDMKYmwJoZrbWzEdEE0o2JQqNgRv8eVl4p/Xr+ve/UWtcVOkUUZH6BidIg9doga6Q03kI4oUekav6M0B58V5dz7mrSWnmDlEf+B8/gDGsJEf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LeV+21EKI7Y9cOyITahCHkdTKdo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQb0VvXisYGyhCWWz3bRLd7 NhdyItoT/DiwcVr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwA6777ZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpsynSijdjohhgifMBw6CtVPNiIwEa0XD26nfemLacJU8wDhloST9hMecErBS5ywY8W4eSDKadKs1t+7OgJeJV5AaKtDsVr+CnqKZZAlQQYzpeG4KYU40cCrYpBJkhqWEDkmfdSxNiGQmzGcnT /CJVXo4VtpWAnim/p7IiTRmLCPbKQkMzKI3Ff/zOhnEV2HOkzQDltD5ojgTGBSe/o97XDMKYmwJoZrbWzEdEE0o2JQqNgRv8eVl4p/Xr+ve/UWtcVOkUUZH6BidIg9doga6Q03kI4oUekav6M0B58V5dz7mrSWnmDlEf+B8/gDGsJEf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LeV+21EKI7Y9cOyITahCHkdTKdo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQb0VvXisYGyhCWWz3bRLd7 NhdyItoT/DiwcVr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwA6777ZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpsynSijdjohhgifMBw6CtVPNiIwEa0XD26nfemLacJU8wDhloST9hMecErBS5ywY8W4eSDKadKs1t+7OgJeJV5AaKtDsVr+CnqKZZAlQQYzpeG4KYU40cCrYpBJkhqWEDkmfdSxNiGQmzGcnT /CJVXo4VtpWAnim/p7IiTRmLCPbKQkMzKI3Ff/zOhnEV2HOkzQDltD5ojgTGBSe/o97XDMKYmwJoZrbWzEdEE0o2JQqNgRv8eVl4p/Xr+ve/UWtcVOkUUZH6BidIg9doga6Q03kI4oUekav6M0B58V5dz7mrSWnmDlEf+B8/gDGsJEf</latexit>
⇠max
, <latexit sha1_base64="Fde3I1S7l2LSHflQ/wLNC1ajzIk=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx48VDC20Iay2W7apZvdsDtRaugv8eJBxat/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCgV3IDnfTtLyyura+uljfLm1vZOxd3duzcq05QFVAmlWxExTHDJAuAgWCvVjCSRYM1oeDXxmw9MG67kHYxSFiakL3nMKQErdd1K54bFoHl/AERr9dh1q17NmwIvEr8gVVSg0XW/Oj1Fs4RJoIIY0/a9FMKcaOBUsHG5kxmWEjokfda2VJKEmTCfHj7GR1bp4VhpWxLwVP09kZPEmFES2c6EwMDMexPxP6+dQXwe5lymGTBJZ4viTGBQeJIC7nHNKIiRJYRqbm/FdEA0oWCzKtsQ/PmXF0lwUruo+ben1fplkUYJHaBDdIx8dIbq6Bo1UIAoytAzekVvzpPz4rw7H7PWJaeY2Ud/4Hz+AKCok0U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fde3I1S7l2LSHflQ/wLNC1ajzIk=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx48VDC20Iay2W7apZvdsDtRaugv8eJBxat/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCgV3IDnfTtLyyura+uljfLm1vZOxd3duzcq05QFVAmlWxExTHDJAuAgWCvVjCSRYM1oeDXxmw9MG67kHYxSFiakL3nMKQErdd1K54bFoHl/AERr9dh1q17NmwIvEr8gVVSg0XW/Oj1Fs4RJoIIY0/a9FMKcaOBUsHG5kxmWEjokfda2VJKEmTCfHj7GR1bp4VhpWxLwVP09kZPEmFES2c6EwMDMexPxP6+dQXwe5lymGTBJZ4viTGBQeJIC7nHNKIiRJYRqbm/FdEA0oWCzKtsQ/PmXF0lwUruo+ben1fplkUYJHaBDdIx8dIbq6Bo1UIAoytAzekVvzpPz4rw7H7PWJaeY2Ud/4Hz+AKCok0U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fde3I1S7l2LSHflQ/wLNC1ajzIk=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx48VDC20Iay2W7apZvdsDtRaugv8eJBxat/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCgV3IDnfTtLyyura+uljfLm1vZOxd3duzcq05QFVAmlWxExTHDJAuAgWCvVjCSRYM1oeDXxmw9MG67kHYxSFiakL3nMKQErdd1K54bFoHl/AERr9dh1q17NmwIvEr8gVVSg0XW/Oj1Fs4RJoIIY0/a9FMKcaOBUsHG5kxmWEjokfda2VJKEmTCfHj7GR1bp4VhpWxLwVP09kZPEmFES2c6EwMDMexPxP6+dQXwe5lymGTBJZ4viTGBQeJIC7nHNKIiRJYRqbm/FdEA0oWCzKtsQ/PmXF0lwUruo+ben1fplkUYJHaBDdIx8dIbq6Bo1UIAoytAzekVvzpPz4rw7H7PWJaeY2Ud/4Hz+AKCok0U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fde3I1S7l2LSHflQ/wLNC1ajzIk=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx48VDC20Iay2W7apZvdsDtRaugv8eJBxat/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCgV3IDnfTtLyyura+uljfLm1vZOxd3duzcq05QFVAmlWxExTHDJAuAgWCvVjCSRYM1oeDXxmw9MG67kHYxSFiakL3nMKQErdd1K54bFoHl/AERr9dh1q17NmwIvEr8gVVSg0XW/Oj1Fs4RJoIIY0/a9FMKcaOBUsHG5kxmWEjokfda2VJKEmTCfHj7GR1bp4VhpWxLwVP09kZPEmFES2c6EwMDMexPxP6+dQXwe5lymGTBJZ4viTGBQeJIC7nHNKIiRJYRqbm/FdEA0oWCzKtsQ/PmXF0lwUruo+ben1fplkUYJHaBDdIx8dIbq6Bo1UIAoytAzekVvzpPz4rw7H7PWJaeY2Ud/4Hz+AKCok0U=</latexit>
X (⌫, q1, q2) := |E0(⌫; q1, q2)|2
<latexit sha1_base64="MlbNGAE8+IbpXqjmiuNBBAhk2gM=">AAACG3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9egkWoIGW3Cr4Q iiJ4rODaQluXbJq2odnsmmSFsu0P8eJf8eJBxZPgwX9jtl1QqwMJw8z3kcx4IaNSWdankZmanpmdy87nFhaXllfM1bVrGUQCEwcHLBA1D0nCKCeOooqRWigI8j1Gql7vLPGrd0RIGvAr1Q9J00cdTtsUI6Ul19xt+Eh1MWKwVmjwaAfeunZylbb h0QkcnLtWIh9/y4ObkmvmraI1AvxL7JTkQYqKa743WgGOfMIVZkjKum2FqhkjoShmZJhrRJKECPdQh9Q15cgnshmPwg3hllZasB0IfbiCI/XnRox8Kfu+pyeTKHLSS8T/vHqk2gfNmPIwUoTj8UPtiEEVwKQp2KKCYMX6miAsqP4rxF0kEFa6z5 wuwZ6M/Jc4peJh0b7cy5dP0zayYANsggKwwT4ogwtQAQ7A4B48gmfwYjwYT8ar8TYezRjpzjr4BePjC802naM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MlbNGAE8+IbpXqjmiuNBBAhk2gM=">AAACG3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9egkWoIGW3Cr4Q iiJ4rODaQluXbJq2odnsmmSFsu0P8eJf8eJBxZPgwX9jtl1QqwMJw8z3kcx4IaNSWdankZmanpmdy87nFhaXllfM1bVrGUQCEwcHLBA1D0nCKCeOooqRWigI8j1Gql7vLPGrd0RIGvAr1Q9J00cdTtsUI6Ul19xt+Eh1MWKwVmjwaAfeunZylbb h0QkcnLtWIh9/y4ObkmvmraI1AvxL7JTkQYqKa743WgGOfMIVZkjKum2FqhkjoShmZJhrRJKECPdQh9Q15cgnshmPwg3hllZasB0IfbiCI/XnRox8Kfu+pyeTKHLSS8T/vHqk2gfNmPIwUoTj8UPtiEEVwKQp2KKCYMX6miAsqP4rxF0kEFa6z5 wuwZ6M/Jc4peJh0b7cy5dP0zayYANsggKwwT4ogwtQAQ7A4B48gmfwYjwYT8ar8TYezRjpzjr4BePjC802naM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MlbNGAE8+IbpXqjmiuNBBAhk2gM=">AAACG3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9egkWoIGW3Cr4Q iiJ4rODaQluXbJq2odnsmmSFsu0P8eJf8eJBxZPgwX9jtl1QqwMJw8z3kcx4IaNSWdankZmanpmdy87nFhaXllfM1bVrGUQCEwcHLBA1D0nCKCeOooqRWigI8j1Gql7vLPGrd0RIGvAr1Q9J00cdTtsUI6Ul19xt+Eh1MWKwVmjwaAfeunZylbb h0QkcnLtWIh9/y4ObkmvmraI1AvxL7JTkQYqKa743WgGOfMIVZkjKum2FqhkjoShmZJhrRJKECPdQh9Q15cgnshmPwg3hllZasB0IfbiCI/XnRox8Kfu+pyeTKHLSS8T/vHqk2gfNmPIwUoTj8UPtiEEVwKQp2KKCYMX6miAsqP4rxF0kEFa6z5 wuwZ6M/Jc4peJh0b7cy5dP0zayYANsggKwwT4ogwtQAQ7A4B48gmfwYjwYT8ar8TYezRjpzjr4BePjC802naM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MlbNGAE8+IbpXqjmiuNBBAhk2gM=">AAACG3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9egkWoIGW3Cr4Q iiJ4rODaQluXbJq2odnsmmSFsu0P8eJf8eJBxZPgwX9jtl1QqwMJw8z3kcx4IaNSWdankZmanpmdy87nFhaXllfM1bVrGUQCEwcHLBA1D0nCKCeOooqRWigI8j1Gql7vLPGrd0RIGvAr1Q9J00cdTtsUI6Ul19xt+Eh1MWKwVmjwaAfeunZylbb h0QkcnLtWIh9/y4ObkmvmraI1AvxL7JTkQYqKa743WgGOfMIVZkjKum2FqhkjoShmZJhrRJKECPdQh9Q15cgnshmPwg3hllZasB0IfbiCI/XnRox8Kfu+pyeTKHLSS8T/vHqk2gfNmPIwUoTj8UPtiEEVwKQp2KKCYMX6miAsqP4rxF0kEFa6z5 wuwZ6M/Jc4peJh0b7cy5dP0zayYANsggKwwT4ogwtQAQ7A4B48gmfwYjwYT8ar8TYezRjpzjr4BePjC802naM=</latexit>
Time slot
in
te
ns
ity
Constant illumination
 ⇠max
<latexit sha1_base64="LeV+21EKI7 Y9cOyITahCHkdTKdo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQb0VvXis YGyhCWWz3bRLd7NhdyItoT/DiwcVr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwA6777ZR WVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpsynSijdjohhgifMBw6CtVPNiIwEa0XD26nfemL acJU8wDhloST9hMecErBS5ywY8W4eSDKadKs1t+7OgJeJV5AaKtDsVr+CnqKZZA lQQYzpeG4KYU40cCrYpBJkhqWEDkmfdSxNiGQmzGcnT/CJVXo4VtpWAnim/p7IiT RmLCPbKQkMzKI3Ff/zOhnEV2HOkzQDltD5ojgTGBSe/o97XDMKYmwJoZrbWzEdE E0o2JQqNgRv8eVl4p/Xr+ve/UWtcVOkUUZH6BidIg9doga6Q03kI4oUekav6M0B 58V5dz7mrSWnmDlEf+B8/gDGsJEf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LeV+21EKI7 Y9cOyITahCHkdTKdo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQb0VvXis YGyhCWWz3bRLd7NhdyItoT/DiwcVr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwA6777ZR WVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpsynSijdjohhgifMBw6CtVPNiIwEa0XD26nfemL acJU8wDhloST9hMecErBS5ywY8W4eSDKadKs1t+7OgJeJV5AaKtDsVr+CnqKZZA lQQYzpeG4KYU40cCrYpBJkhqWEDkmfdSxNiGQmzGcnT/CJVXo4VtpWAnim/p7IiT RmLCPbKQkMzKI3Ff/zOhnEV2HOkzQDltD5ojgTGBSe/o97XDMKYmwJoZrbWzEdE E0o2JQqNgRv8eVl4p/Xr+ve/UWtcVOkUUZH6BidIg9doga6Q03kI4oUekav6M0B 58V5dz7mrSWnmDlEf+B8/gDGsJEf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LeV+21EKI7 Y9cOyITahCHkdTKdo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQb0VvXis YGyhCWWz3bRLd7NhdyItoT/DiwcVr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwA6777ZR WVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpsynSijdjohhgifMBw6CtVPNiIwEa0XD26nfemL acJU8wDhloST9hMecErBS5ywY8W4eSDKadKs1t+7OgJeJV5AaKtDsVr+CnqKZZA lQQYzpeG4KYU40cCrYpBJkhqWEDkmfdSxNiGQmzGcnT/CJVXo4VtpWAnim/p7IiT RmLCPbKQkMzKI3Ff/zOhnEV2HOkzQDltD5ojgTGBSe/o97XDMKYmwJoZrbWzEdE E0o2JQqNgRv8eVl4p/Xr+ve/UWtcVOkUUZH6BidIg9doga6Q03kI4oUekav6M0B 58V5dz7mrSWnmDlEf+B8/gDGsJEf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LeV+21EKI7 Y9cOyITahCHkdTKdo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQb0VvXis YGyhCWWz3bRLd7NhdyItoT/DiwcVr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwA6777ZR WVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v7Bo1GZpsynSijdjohhgifMBw6CtVPNiIwEa0XD26nfemL acJU8wDhloST9hMecErBS5ywY8W4eSDKadKs1t+7OgJeJV5AaKtDsVr+CnqKZZA lQQYzpeG4KYU40cCrYpBJkhqWEDkmfdSxNiGQmzGcnT/CJVXo4VtpWAnim/p7IiT RmLCPbKQkMzKI3Ff/zOhnEV2HOkzQDltD5ojgTGBSe/o97XDMKYmwJoZrbWzEdE E0o2JQqNgRv8eVl4p/Xr+ve/UWtcVOkUUZH6BidIg9doga6Q03kI4oUekav6M0B 58V5dz7mrSWnmDlEf+B8/gDGsJEf</latexit>
ET (q3, q
0
3; t)
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Figure 1: Operating principle of Fourier transform interferometry.
is constant in the same way. Therefore, c0I¯0 is the total light exposure received per unit of time
and per unit of surface on the biological specimen, with c0 > 0 depending on the speed of light cv
in the vacuum, the medium refractive index and the vacuum permittivity. Hereafter, for simplicity
and up to a general rescaling of the intensities, we consider that c0 = 1.
Neglecting the refraction of light induced by the transparent biological specimen, we can forget
the representation of (q1, q2) in our next developments as well as in Fig. 1. This is equivalent
to considering a single spatial location in the following equations. Moreover, the beam folding
action of the optical elements in the Michelson interferometer (i.e., the mirrors and the BS) are
still compatible with the q3-parametrization, provided that q3 stands for the path length of the
light propagation till the imaging sensor. Note that, from a one-to-one correspondence between
the specimen plane and the imaging sensor, the coordinates (q1, q2) are associated with a 2D pixel
location on the imaging plane.
Since a coherent light is a collection of monochromatic waves, we proceed by considering a
monochromatic plane wave E˜(q3; ν; t) = E˜0(ν)e
i(2piq3ν−ωt) of wavenumber ν > 0 that is incident to
the biological specimen. After having traveled through the specimen, this beam then reads
E(q3; ν; t) = E0(ν)e
i(2piq3ν−ωt). (15)
In non-fluorescent biological applications, the field intensity |E0(ν)|2 is the result of the mul-
tiplication of |E˜0(ν)|2 by the absorption H(ν) > 0 of the constituents. In fluorescent microscopy,
however, the two field intensities are related through a more general model: in addition to absorp-
tion phenomena, a fluorescent material re emits light at different wavelengths compared to the one
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of the incident light beam. Consequently, we consider here that E0 and E˜0 are related through a
general transfer operator H, i.e.,
E0(ν) = H[E˜0](ν), (16)
which is linear in the total light intensity, i.e., for any λ > 0,
I¯0 → λI¯0 ⇒ I¯ :=
∫ +∞
0 |H[E˜0](ν)|2dν → λI¯. (17)
In words, if the illumination intensity is increased by a factor of λ, the same amplification is
observed for the intensity of the light that has traveled though the specimen. As will be clear later,
this assumption actually sustains a compressive FTI mode where the total light exposure is kept
constant with respect to a Nyquist FTI acquisition (see Sec. 7).
Next, from the field amplitude conversion (16) occurring in the specimen, the beam (15) is
divided into two beams by the BS. After (perfect) reflexion on their respective mirror, and assuming
perfect reflection and transmission in the BS, the incident beams at the BS read
E1(q3; ν; t) = E0(ν)e
i(2piq3ν−ωt) and E2(q′3; ν; t) = E0(ν)e
i(2piq′3ν−ωt),
where q3 and q
′
3 are the distances that the two beams have traveled so far. Therefore, neglecting the
equal additional paths traveled in the BS, the recombined beam is ET (q3, q
′
3; ν; t) = E1(q3; ν; t) +
E1(q
′
3; ν; t).
Finally, the intensity IT (ξ; ν) = |ET (q3, q′3; ν; t)|2 of this beam is measured in one pixel of the
imaging sensor according to the rule
IT (ξ; ν) = 2 |E0(ν)|2(1 + cos(2piνξ)),
where ξ := q′3 − q3 is the OPD parameter. Here, ξ = 0 means that the moving mirror position
makes the two arms of the Michelson interferometer, and thus the two light paths, of equal lengths.
Hence, as illustrated in Fig. 1, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the time domain (or
time slot), mirror position and OPD value. Moreover, to fix the ideas, we consider throughout this
paper that each time slot (or OPD sample) integrates light over a constant time duration τξ > 0.
This time is actually associated with the frame-per-second (fps) rate of the imaging sensor.
Coming back to the general wide-band plane wave model (13) with constant amplitude and
assuming that τξ is much larger than the temporal range
9 1/(νcv), we quickly verify that the total
temporal-averaged intensity recorded by the detector can be written as
IT (ξ) =
∫ +∞
0 IT (ξ; ν) dν = IDC + I(ξ),
with IDC = 2
∫ +∞
0 |E0(ν)|2 dν = 12IT (0). After removing the DC (or mean) component, it is easy
to show that the AC (or zero-mean) part I, termed as interferogram, is the Fourier transform of
|E0(|ν|)|2, i.e., the symmetrization of ν ∈ R+ 7→ |E0(ν)|2 ∈ R+ around ν = 0:
I(ξ) = IT (ξ)− 12IT (0) =
∫ +∞
−∞ |E0(|ν|)|2e−i2piνξ dν. (18)
Consequently, computing the inverse Fourier transform of the interferogram and restricting it
to the positive spectral axis yields the spectrum10 |E0(ν)|2 of the observed specimen on a given
spatial location (q1, q2).
9Which is clearly the case for a visible light and near-infrared HS system with νcv in the range of 400 THz to 770
THz, and τξ of the order of a few hundredths of a second.
10This inverse Fourier transform is actually proportional to the spectrum, with a multiplicative constant depending
on, e.g., the attenuation and reflection coefficients of the mirrors and the BS, and the sensor pixel efficiency.
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Overall, reinserting these spatial coordinates, the continuous sensing model relating the HS vol-
ume X (ν, q1, q2) :=M[|E0(q1, q2; ν)|2], whereM : f(q1, q2, ν)→ f(q1, q2, |ν|) is the symmetrization
operator, to the volume of interferograms Y(ξ, q1, q2) = I(ξ) = I(ξ; q1, q2) reads
Y(ξ, q1, q2) = F(X )(q1, q2, ξ), (19)
with F : f(q1, q2, ν) →
∫ +∞
−∞ f(q1, q2, ν)e
−i2piνξ dν representing the 1D Fourier transform in the ν
domain.
Remark 3. As represented through the action of the transfer operator H above, in biological imag-
ing, the spectrum |E0(ν)|2 is thus a combined signature of the absorption spectrum of the biological
specimen, the emission spectra of the fluorescent dyes and the spectrum of the light source. In this
work, we will not consider the question of unmixing these three parts and we thus focus on the
acquisition of |E0(ν)|2.
Remark 4. In practice, the location of ξ = 0, as required by (18), can be obtained through calibra-
tion with two methods: (i) by looking for the OPD point where the intensity of the recorded signal is
twice the value of the empirical mean of the recorded signal, or (ii) by identifying the interferogram
maximum, which occurs at the OPD origin from (18). Note that the knowledge of the OPD origin
is also critical to define our two VDS FTI schemes, as will be clear in Secs 5 and 6.
3.2 Discrete Sensing Model
FTI actually proceeds by first capturing discrete samples of the continuous volume Y in (19), both
in the spatial and in the time domain according to the pixel grid and the number of frames per
second recorded by the imaging sensor (see Fig. 1), and by processing them in order to reconstruct
a discretized version of X compatible with the Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem.
To fix the ideas, we consider that (i) the moving mirror gives access to an OPD domain
(−ξmax, ξmax] (for some range ξmax > 0) that is evenly discretized over Nξ ∈ N samples with
an OPD step size ∆ξ > 0 (i.e., 2ξmax = Nξ∆ξ), and (ii) the spatial domain is sampled according
to N¯p × N¯p square pixel grid with Np = N¯2p pixels, i.e., the grid of the same sensor, each pixel
being square with side length ∆ > 0. Note that, accordingly, the time domain is thus regularly
discretized with Nξ samples related to a time slot of τξ = T/Nξ, given the total acquisition time
11
T > 0.
Mathematically, the discrete FTI measurements are gathered in a cube Y ∈ RNξ×N¯p×N¯p ap-
proximating Y over Np = N¯2p pixels and Nξ OPD points, i.e., over Nhs = NξNp voxels. Similarly,
the discrete HS volume is represented by a data cube X ∈ RNν×N¯p×N¯p approximating X over Np
pixels and Nν = Nξ wavenumber samples, and thus also over Nhs voxels. Therefore, according to
Shannon-Nyquist theorem [60, Page 374], assuming Nξ even and positioning the OPD origin on
the spectral index l = Nξ/2, the sampling rules are thus
Y l,j1,j2 := Y((l − 12Nξ)∆ξ; j1∆p, j2∆p),
X l′,j1,j2 := X ((l′ − 12Nν)∆ν ; j1∆p, j2∆p), (20)
with l, l′ ∈ JNξK, j1, j2 ∈ JN¯pK, ∆ν = 1/(Nξ∆ξ) and νmax := 1/(2∆ξ). Throughout this paper we
call l (and l′) as OPD index (resp. wavenumber index). Note that X l′,j1,j2 = XNν−l′,j1,j2 from
11In practice, the FTI system is equivalently characterized from the frame-per-second rate of the imaging sensor,
which determines τξ, and from the speed and the extent of the mirror motion, 2ξmax.
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the action of M in (19). This symmetric construction will be assumed throughout the paper,
for the Nyquist FTI model above as well as for the compressive sensing schemes presented in the
next sections. Consequently, despite the complex nature of the Fourier transform, all entries of Y,
partially observed or not, are real, in agreement with the measurement process.
As a result, by increasing the number of OPD samples the final HS volume contains spectral
information with higher details. However, since for a constant light source the total light exposure
of an observed biological specimen is proportional to Nξ, this increase is limited in practice by the
risk of photo-bleaching [9]. Thus, a trade-off between spectral resolution and photo-bleaching must
be found.
Finally, if Y nyq ∈ RNξ×Np and X ∈ RNξ×Np denote the matrix unfolding (see Sec. 1.4) of the
cube Y and X , respectively, the acquisition process of Nyquist-FTI can be formulated in matrix
form as
Y nyq = F ∗X +Nnyq, (21)
where Xl,j = XNξ−l,j for all l ∈ JNξ/2K and j ∈ JNpK, Nnyq = [nnyq1 , · · · ,nnyqNp ] ∈ RNξ×Np models an
additive noise, and F ∈ CNξ×Nξ is the 1D Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) basis. Equivalently,
this description can also be arranged into a vector form, i.e.,
ynyq = Φ∗x+ nnyq, (22)
with Φ := INp ⊗ F , ynyq := vec(Y nyq), x := vec(X), and nnyq := vec(Nnyq).
3.3 Noise Model Identification and Estimation
In practice, FTI experiments are of course corrupted by different noise sources. Let us list and
assess the impact of the main ones.
First, there is the observation noise that mainly results from the combination of camera’s
electronic noise (such as thermal noise), quantization noise and photon noise. Electronic noise is
commonly assumed additive, independent of the observations, and distributed as Gaussian and
homoscedastic noise, i.e., with constant variance for all measurements. Quantization noise is in-
duced by the digitization of the observations. Strictly speaking, this is not noise but a deterministic
distortion. However, when the bit-depth is large (i.e., under the high-resolution assumption), each
measurement is quantized over a large number of bits and the quantization distortion is also well
modeled by an additive, heteroscedastic Gaussian noise [61]. Finally, the photon noise (or shot
noise) is signal dependent and associated with the quantized nature of light, i.e., camera sensors
record light intensity by integrating individual photons’ energies over a given time interval. Photon
noise is modeled by a Poisson distribution, whose variance is equal to its mean. Therefore, for
high-photon counting rates, the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean of the light
intensity vanishes, so that the impact of photon noise is limited before electronic and quantization
noises. We will assume this high-photon counting regime in all our experiments (see Sec. 8).
Second, a modeling noise is induced by the discretization of the sensing model (19), i.e., by the
discrepancy between the output of (21), given the discretization X of the continuous HS volume X ,
and the true FTI observations in the absence of observation noises. In this work, we suppose that
this modeling noise is limited by considering large resolutions Nξ and Np. Note that in [17, 31],
the authors directly solve the infinite dimensional inverse problem posed by the reconstruction of
a continuous function, sparsely representable in a continuous basis, and observed from finite or
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countable linear observations. We leave for a future study the application of this framework to our
work.
Third, there exist other instrument noises corrupting the acquired data. For instance, bad
instrument calibration induces an error in the OPD origin, supposed to lie on ξ = 0 in (19).
We will see in the following that this point is important for applying VDS strategies. We omit
this error by assuming an accurate calibration process. Additionally, Sec. 3.1 does not consider
light diffraction through the different optical elements of the Michelson interferometer and through
the transparent biological specimen itself. This diffraction induces, however, spatial mixing of
the recorded interferences, that would be modeled by convolving uncorrupted observation by an
instrumental point spread function.
Consequently, since these noise sources are independent and the interferograms in (21) are
already DC-free (with mean removed), we will suppose that the discrete FTI observations are cor-
rupted by a global additive, zero-mean, homoscedastic Gaussian noise Nnyq = (nnyq1 , · · · ,nnyqNp ) ∈
RNξ×Np , with Nnyqj,l ∼i.i.d. N (0, σ2nyq) for all OPDs j ∈ JNξK and pixels l ∈ JNpK. Given the
recorded discrete and noisy FTI measurements Y nyq, the variance σ2nyq can be estimated using,
e.g., the Robust Median (RM) estimator [62, 63] (see Sec. 8.3).
As an important aspect in the analysis of the two compressive FTI schemes developed in Sec. 6
and Sec. 7, we will consider that the noise corrupting these compressive observations is also an
additive homoscedastic Gaussian noise with the same variance, i.e., with the variance σ2nyq estimated
from the Nyquist FTI acquisition.
4 Sparse Models for a Biological HS Volume
To solve problems of the form (7), it is crucial to select a sparsity basis Ψ that captures key
information about the signal of interest with a minimum of basis elements: we must ensure that
the first error term in the right-hand side of (8) decreases rapidly when the sparsity level increases.
Remark 5. Beyond the sparsity models used in this work, one can exploit other HS priors. A
specimen is comprised of few biological elements whose spectral signatures share common support
set in a sparsity basis. Moreover, smoothness of the spectral signatures (see, e.g., Fig. 5) results in
highly correlated spectral bands. These priors can be imposed on the reconstruction problem using
nuclear-norm, mixed-norm, or both [22, 23, 64].
In this work, we focus on two HS sparsity priors both leveraging the Haar wavelet transform
in the spectral or in the spatiospectral domains [13]. While these choices are perfectible, e.g., by
selecting other wavelet schemes (such as the Daubechies wavelets) or redundant systems [13], the
two selected priors yield computable bounds on the local coherence of the corresponding sensing and
sparsity bases. Following Sec. 2.1, they thus provide guarantees on the quality of the reconstructed
HS volume.
(i) Spectral sparsity In the context of fluorescence microscopy of still biological specimen, each
spatial location of an HS volume (i.e., X in Sec. 3.2) corresponds to the spectrum of the specimen
on this position, i.e., the mixture of the spectral signatures of the fluorescent dyes. In general,
these spectral signatures are (piecewise) smooth (see, e.g., [38, 65], and Fig. 5 for the spectra of 3
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common fluorochromes); we expect them to be sparsely approximable in a wavelet basis, such as
the 1D Haar wavelet system [13, 64].
Our first possible prior will thus leverage this fact and be purely spectral. This will be crucial
in Sec. 5 for our first compressive FTI system, the Coded Illumination FTI, which subsamples
the OPD domain of interferometric data according to an identical sampling pattern for all spatial
locations; this scheme can thus be seen as the replication of Np 1D CS systems that can only be
controlled by the HS spectral sparsity.
Mathematically, our purely spectral sparsity basis is defined by Ψ := INp ⊗Ψ1D. This basis is
associated with the following representations of the HS volume X:
X = Ψ1DS, S = Ψ
∗
1DX, or x = Ψs, s = Ψ
∗x,
with s := vec(S), and where Ψ1D ∈ RNξ×Nξ is the 1D discrete Haar wavelet basis. From the above
considerations, the columns of S = (s1, · · · , sNp) (and the vector s) are expected to have small
best K-term approximation errors σK(si)1 (resp. σK(s)1) for a relatively small K  Nξ (resp.
K  Nhs = NξNp). Sec. 5 leverages this model for our analysis.
(ii) Joint spatiospectral sparsity The HS volume of a still specimen observed by an FTI
system is made of a collection of monochromatic images describing the spatial configuration of fixed
materials at a given wavenumber index. These images are expected to be sparsely approximable in
a convenient 2D basis, e.g., a 2D Haar wavelet basis Ψ2D ∈ RNp×Np [13, 64].
Therefore, combining this new representation with the spectral sparsity model above, our second
sparsity prior is defined by the sparsity basis Ψ := Ψ2D⊗Ψ1D, where we focus on the common 2D
Haar wavelet transform Ψ2D with isotropic levels, i.e., obtained by multiplying 1D wavelets with
identical scales for both the horizontal and vertical directions. However, our results extend to the
case of anisotropic levels where the identification of the scale of each 1D wavelet in each spatial
direction is removed, i.e., when we can write Ψ2D = Ψ1D ⊗Ψ1D [66] (see App. D).
Thanks to this sparsity basis Ψ, we expect a small best K-term approximation error for the
vectorization s of the matrix S ∈ RNξ×Np in the representation X = Ψ1DSΨ>2D, or x = Ψs. We
will use this second model for SI-FTI scheme in Sec. 6, which allows for an easy characterization
of this stronger sparsity prior.
5 Coded Illumination-FTI (CI-FTI)
In this section we focus on a simple modification of the FTI system. We introduce a temporal
coding of the specimen illumination, e.g., by acting on the global activation of the light source (see
Fig. 2 (top)). This is potentially an easy adaptation, specially when the FTI module is combined
with, e.g., a confocal microscope where the light illumination can be programmed. We support this
modification with the VDS scheme introduced in [16] (see Sec. 2.1). We first describe the principles
of a CI-FTI system before explaining how to reconstruct the observed HS volume.
5.1 Acquisition Strategy
We here refer to coded illumination as a technique that activates the light source in a portion of
time slots, i.e., coding temporally the light distribution. Recall that in Nyquist FTI, the light
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Figure 2: Illustration of (top) coded illumination-FTI and (bottom) structured illumination-FTI systems according
to the coding distributions (i.e., the pmfs of VDS) established in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6. For the sake of simplicity only the
positive part of OPD axis is shown. In these figures, ξ(l) represents the lth OPD location, i.e., ξ(l) := (l−Nξ/2)∆ξ,
and q(j) the jth spatial location in the ordering of the vectorized spatial coordinates.
source is illuminating the biological specimen during Nξ time slots. As will be clear below, from
the one-to-one correspondence between the time domain (or time slot), mirror position in the FTI
system and OPD value (see Sec. 3.1), this temporal illumination coding amounts thus to sub-sample
the OPD domain.
Pursuing the context developed in Sec. 3.1, we assume that the light source delivers constant,
but controllable, intensity I¯0 :=
∫ +∞
0 |E˜0(ν)|2 dν per second and per unit area on any location of
the biological specimen. If each OPD sample is associated with a time slot of τξ second, then the
total light exposure per unit area on each location of the biological specimen is equal to Nξτξ I¯0.
The idea here is to reduce this exposure to Mξτξ I¯0 by activating the light source only over Mξ < Nξ
time slots; these being associated with a subset Ωξ := {β1, · · · , βMξ} of Mξ (possibly non-unique)
OPD samples βr ∈ JNξK with r ∈ JMξK.
For this purpose, we decide to follow the VDS scheme introduced in Sec. 2.1; we generate Ωξ
by randomly drawing its elements, i.e., βr ∼i.i.d. β, for r ∈ JMξK, and β ∈ JNξK is a r.v. whose pmf
p(l) := P[β = l] is optimized in Sec. 5.2 according to the FTI sensing and the HS sparsity prior.
According to the discrete FTI sensing model (see Sec. 3.2), this selection of OPD samples results
in recording the collection of interferograms Y((l − Nξ/2)∆ξ; j1, j2) at OPD indices l ∈ Ωξ. The
acquisition model of CI-FTI then reads
Y ci = F ∗ΩξX +N , or y
ci = (INp ⊗ F ∗Ωξ)x+ n = ynyqΩ , (23)
where Ω =
⋃Np
j=1{Nξ(j − 1) + Ωξ} contains the indices associated with all selected entries of ynyq,
n = vec(N), and N ∈ RMξ×Np models an additive measurement noise.
Following the considerations of Sec. 3.3, we assume that N is a random Gaussian noise with
variance σ2, i.e., Nr,j ∼i.i.d. N (0, σ2) for r ∈ JMξK and j ∈ JNpK. Moreover, we suppose that σ is
independent of both the number of measurements and the observed HS volume. The validity of
this assumption will be confirmed in Sec. 8.3 by showing that σ only moderately grows when the
intensity of the HS volume strongly increases. Consequently, we set hereafter σ2 = σ2nyq, with σ
2
nyq
being the variance of the measurement noise on each Nyquist FTI observation, e.g., estimated from
an RM estimator [62, 63], or by the calibration of the FTI system.
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5.2 HS Reconstruction Method and Guarantee
Given the noisy CI-FTI measurements in (23), we leverage the VDS scheme supported by Prop. 2
and Prop. 3, and propose the following convex optimization problem for recovering the Nhs-voxel
HS volume, i.e.,
xˆ = arg min
u∈CNhs
‖Ψ>u‖1 s. t. ‖Dξ(ycij − F ∗Ωξuj)‖ ≤ εci
√
Mξ, ∀j ∈ JNpK, (24)
where Ωξ = {β1, · · · , βMξ} is randomly generated as described in Sec. 5.1, Dξ = diag(dξ) ∈
RMξ×Mξ is a diagonal matrix such that dξr = 1/(p(βr))1/2, and εci is a bound on the measurement
noise level such that (with high probability) ‖Dξnj‖ ≤ εci
√
M for all j ∈ JNpK. We will characterize
it momentarily.
Remark 6. For the sake of consistency with the result of Krahmer and Ward in Prop. 2, we do
not force the estimation of (24) to be real-valued, even, or non-negative. Adding those extra prior
information do not worsen the theoretical guarantee in (24), while, numerically, they improve the
quality of the HS data recovery, as they reduce the set of feasible solutions in (24).
In the optimization (24), while a global fidelity constraint could have been set between the
partial interferometric observations yci and the candidate HS volume u, we rather impose Np
individual fidelity constraints, one per pixel index j ∈ JNpK. Moreover, concerning the regularizer
of (24), we consider only a spectral sparsity prior described in Sec. 4, i.e., Ψ = INp ⊗Ψ1D. The
compressibility of the acquisition is indeed mainly brought on the spectral domain, with an OPD
subsampling pattern shared for all spatial locations. As a result (expressed in the next lemma), the
choice of these fidelity constraints together with this specific prior allows for the decomposition of
(24) into small-size problems, for which we can find individual recovery guarantee.
Lemma 1. Problem (24) can be decoupled into Np subproblems
xˆj = arg min
u∈CNξ
‖Ψ>1Du‖1 s. t. ‖Dξ(ycij − F ∗Ωξuj)‖ ≤ εci
√
Mξ, (25)
with 1 ≤ j ≤ Np.
Proof. From the separability of the `1-prior ‖Ψ>u‖1 =
∑Np
j=1 ‖Ψ>1Duj‖1 and according to the
argument in [67, pp. 337], the proof is straightforward.
From Np sub-problems in (25), we can develop a recovery guarantee for the reconstruction of
any HS volume X from (24) according to the specified sparsity basis. According to Prop. 2, given
the vector of bounds κ on the local coherence between Ψ1D and F , i.e., with µ
loc
l (F ,Ψ1D) ≤
κl, by selecting Mξ & δ−2‖κ‖2Kξ log3(Kξ) log(Nξ) OPD indices with respect to the pmf defined
in (6), the RIP of order Kξ holds for the matrix (Mξ)
−1/2DξFΩξΨ1D with probability exceeding
1−N−c log3(Kξ)ξ . Since Prop. 3 and Prop. 2 provide uniform guarantee in the sense that the recovery
is ensured for all possible signals, the reconstruction of each column of the HS volume from (25)
satisfies
‖xj − xˆj‖ ≤
2σKξ (Ψ
>
1Dxj)1√
Kξ
+ εci, ∀j ∈ JNpK,
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with probability exceeding 1 −N−c log3(Kξ)ξ . Consequently, since (a + b)2 ≤ 2(a2 + b2) ≤ 2(a + b)2
for all a, b > 0, we can bound the estimation error of the whole HS image as follows
‖x− xˆ‖ ≤ 2
√
2√
Kξ
(∑Np
j=1
(
σKξ(Ψ
>
1Dxj)1
)2)1/2
+
√
2Npεci. (26)
In order to adjust the noise level εci as a function of known/estimable parameters, e.g., Mξ, Nξ
and σnyq, we need to characterize the pmf responsible for the selection of the OPD indices.
Proposition 4. In the framework of Prop. 2, set K = Kξ, N = Nξ, M = Mξ, Φ = F and
Ψ = Ψ1D. From this choice, we have
µl(F ,Ψ1D) ≤ κl :=
√
2 min
{
1, |l − Nξ2 |−1/2
}
, l ∈ JNξK,
with ‖κ‖2 ≤ 8 + 4 log(Nξ2 ) . log(Nξ). Moreover, the corresponding pmf in (6) is given by
p(l) = CNξ min{1, |l − Nξ2 |−1}, l ∈ JNξK, (27)
where the normalization constants CNξ respects 2 log(Nξ/2) < C
−1
Nξ
< 4 + 2 log(Nξ/2).
For the proof see App. C. Note that we computed a bound (not the exact values) for the local
coherence. Even though this tight bound is not optimal, it defines a meaningful sampling pmf (27)
and sample complexity bound (29). We will see in Sec. 8 that the performance of the proposed pmf
is very close to the performance of the optimal pmf computed numerically. The same argument
holds for Prop. 5 related to the SI-FTI system.
Remark 7. Following this proposition, if the random quantities Ω = Ωξ and D = Dξ defined
above are specified by the pmf of Prop. 4, we can estimate the level of noise in CI-FTI at all pixels
j ∈ JNpK. Since the pmf p in (27) corresponds to a VDS scheme of exponent α = 1, offset l0 = Nξ/2
and constant cη = CNξ in Rem. 1, we find ρ = C
−1
Nξ
(Nξ − (Nξ/2))/Nξ ≤ 2 + log(Nξ/2). Therefore,
setting there σ = σnyq and η(l) = p(l) in Cor. 1 with that bound for ρ, and using a union bound
over all pixels, we get
1√
Mξ
‖Dξ(ycij − F ∗Ωξxj)‖ ≤ εci(s) := εσnyq,s(Nξ,Mξ, 2 + log(Nξ/2)), ∀j ∈ JNpK, (28)
with probability exceeding 1− 3Npe−s/2 and εσ,s defined in (12).
We are now ready to summarize all the analysis in this section and to provide the main result
for CI-FTI in the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Coded illumination-FTI). Given s > 0, fix integers Kξ, Nξ, Np, Mξ such that
Kξ & log(Nξ) and
Mξ & Kξ log3(Kξ) log2(Nξ). (29)
Generate Mξ (possibly non-unique) OPD indices Ω
ξ = {β1, · · · , βMξ} ⊂ JNξK such that βr ∼i.i.d. β
for r ∈ JMξK, with β a r.v. with the pmf (27). Then, given the corresponding noisy CI-FTI
measurements yci in (23), the HS volume x can be approximated by solving (24) with the bound
εci(s) in (28), up to an error
‖x− xˆ‖ ≤ 2
√
2√
Kξ
(∑Np
j=1
(
σKξ(Ψ
>
1Dxj)1
)2)1/2
+
√
2Npεci(s), (30)
and with probability exceeding 1−N−c log3(Kξ)ξ − 3Npe−s/2.
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Proof. A combination of Prop. 2, Prop. 3, Lem. 1, and Prop. 4 with (26) completes the proof.
In words, this theorem states that the pmf in (5.5) associated with a near-optimal sampling
strategy, follows a two-sided power-law decay centered at zero OPD point ξ = 0.
As discussed in Sec. 3, zero OPD point can be determined prior to FTI acquisition process and
be used for developing the above-mentioned sampling strategy. Moreover, by leveraging this VDS
strategy, the amount of required light exposure for successful HS recovery behaves of the order of
Kξ, i.e., for typical HS volumes Kξ  Nξ. However, following the calculation of κ in App. C, it is
seen that the use of a UDS strategy gives Mξ & NξKξ log3(Kξ) log(Nξ), meaning that the reduction
in light exposure is not possible in this context.
6 Structured Illumination-FTI (SI-FTI)
Structured Illumination-FTI is an alternative approach to further reduce the light exposure on a
biological specimen compared to CI-FTI. In short, the light distribution is here coded (or structured)
in both spatial and OPD (or time) domains. We explain hereafter the SI-FTI acquisition procedure,
the associated HS volume estimation problem, and we deduce theoretical guarantees on the quality
of the reconstructed volume.
6.1 Acquisition Strategy
SI-FTI allows for the selection of different OPD samples at each specimen location, as opposed to
CI-FTI where the selected OPD indices are shared for all locations. We assume in this work that
this is achieved by spatially structuring (coding) the illumination of the system, i.e., thanks to a
spatial light modulator (SLM) [19, 35] in between of the light source and the biological specimen
(see Fig. 2 (bottom)).
Remark 8. For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that the SLM and the imaging sensor have iden-
tical resolutions ( i.e., Np pixels for both) and that there are perfect alignment and scaling between
the discrete illumination pattern and the pixel grid of the camera, e.g., using an appropriate optical
magnification system (not represented in Fig. 1). Therefore, one coded location on a thin, still, 2D
biological specimen can be identified with one pixel location of the camera. In other words, masking
one location of the biological specimen over an area δS fixed by the SLM pixel pitch corresponds to
blocking the light received by a single pixel of the camera. Additionally, we assume the SLM does not
reduce the light intensity when its pixels are activated ( i.e., the system has 100 % light throughput).
To understand the potential benefit of SI-FTI let us observe that a Nyquist-FTI scheme can
be recovered from such a system simply by activating all SLM pixels for all OPD samples. In this
case, if we assume again that the light source delivers constant intensity I¯0 per second and per unit
area on any location of the specimen, the total light exposure at every OPD point on the whole
biological specimen is constant and equal to NpδSτξ I¯0, where τξ corresponds to the duration of each
OPD sample and δS is the SLM pixel area. Using structured illumination in SI-FTI, if M˜l < Np
spatial locations are exposed on the specimen at the lth OPD sample with l ∈ JNξK, this exposure
can be reduced to M˜lδSτξ I¯0 for this OPD sample. Therefore, the total light exposure undergone
by the specimen during a Nyquist FTI acquisition, i.e., NhsδSτξ I¯0 with Nhs = NξNp, is decreased
to MδSτξ I¯0 in SI-FTI, where M =
∑Nξ
l=1 M˜l. The question is of course to be able to reconstruct
the HS volume from such a partial FTI observations.
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Let us now turn to SI-FTI sensing model. We follow the general random VDS scheme of
Sec. 2.1, with special care to integrate the spatiospectral geometry of SI-FTI. We denote by p(j, l) :=
P[(βp, βξ) = (j, l)] a bivariate pmf determining the random activation of the jth spatial location
at the lth OPD point, i.e., the pmf of a bivariate r.v. β = (βp, βξ) for βp ∈ JNpK and βξ ∈ JNξK.
In this context, we can generate a random set Ω¯ with M (possibly non-unique) elements from
Ω¯ = {β1, · · ·βM} with βr ∼iid β and r ∈ JMK.
The sensing model then reads
yr = F
∗
{βrξ}xβrp + nr, ∀r ∈ JMK,
with nr modeling an additive measurement noise. As for CI-FTI, we assume this noise Gaussian,
i.e., nr ∼iid N (0, σ2nyq) with variance σ2nyq that can be estimated, e.g., from the Nyquist measure-
ments or by system calibration.
To reach more compact notation, we adopt a purely 1D random sensing model. We consider the
set Ω ⊂ JNhsK generated from M (scalar) r.v.s βr ∼i.i.d. β (with r ∈ JMK), where the r.v. β ∈ Nhs
is defined from the pmf
p(k) := P(β = k) = P(Nξ(βp − 1) + βξ = k), ∀k ∈ JNhsK, (31)
with β = (βp, βξ) the bivariate r.v. defined above from the pmf p(j, l). In this case, for each
j ∈ JNpK,
Ωj :=
(
Ω ∩ [Nξ(j − 1) + 1, Nξj]
) − Nξ(j − 1),
is the (possibly empty12) set of OPD samples selected at the jth pixel.
SI-FTI then amounts to
yj = F
∗
Ωjxj + nj , ∀j ∈ JNpK ⇔ ysi = [y>1 , · · · ,y>Np ]> = Φ∗Ωx+ n, (32)
where Φ := INp ⊗ F and n := (n>1 , · · · ,n>Np)> ∈ RM .
Note that we can go back and forth between the 1D and the 2D index representations k ∈ JNhsK
and (j, l) ∈ JNpK× JNξK, respectively, using the relations
k(j, l) = Nξ(j − 1) + l ⇔ l(k) = ((k − 1) mod Nξ) + 1, j(k) = (k − bξ)/Nξ. (33)
The pmf p defining SI-FTI sensing is considered hereafter as a degree of freedom that we are
going to relate to the VDS scheme formulated in Prop. 2. This will allow us to reach an optimized
structured illumination strategy, as presented in Thm 3.
6.2 HS Reconstruction Method and Guarantee
Given the noisy SI-FTI measurements as in (32), an HS volume x with Nhs voxels can be recon-
structed via the convex optimization problem
xˆ = arg min
u∈CNhs
‖Ψ>u‖1 s. t. ‖D(ysi −Φ∗Ωu)‖ ≤ εsi
√
M, (34)
12With the convention that u∅ = ∅ for any vector u.
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where Ω = {β1, · · · , βM} ⊂ JNhsK is randomly generated according to the pmf of (31), εsi must be
such that ‖Dn‖ ≤ εsi
√
M with high probability, and D = diag(d) ∈ RM×M with dr = 1/(p(βr))1/2
for r ∈ JMK.
For generality of our model, we regularize Problem (34) with the joint spatiospectral HS sparsity
model described in Sec. 4, i.e., Ψ := Ψ2D⊗Ψ1D. Contrary to the CI-FTI optimization Problem (24),
Problem (34) cannot be decoupled into sub-problems since ‖Ψ>u‖1 is not separable in {uj : j ∈JNpK} and the random set Ω detailed above is not separable in the spatial and OPD domains.
Therefore, we tackle the reconstruction problem of the full HS volume at once.
Having set the sparsity basis, we can now adjust the pmf (33) determining Ω from Prop. 2.
According to this proposition, the preconditioned matrix 1√
M
DΦ∗ΩΨ respects the RIP of order K
with probability exceeding 1−N−c log3(K)hs if
M & δ−2‖κ‖2K log3(K) log(Nhs)
SI-FTI measurements are recorded with respect to the pmf p(k) := κ2k/‖κ‖2 (k ∈ JNhsK), where
the vector κ ∈ RNhs+ is a bound for the local coherence µk(Φ,Ψ) with k ∈ JNhsK, Φ = INp ⊗F and
Ψ = Ψ2D ⊗Ψ1D. The next proposition (proved in App. D) bounds this local coherence, and thus
determines the pmf p.
Proposition 5. In the context of Prop. 2, set N = Nhs = NξNp, Φ = INp ⊗ F , and Ψ =
Ψ2D ⊗Ψ1D. We have then
µk(Φ,Ψ) ≤ κk :=
√
2
2 min
{
1, 1√|l−(Nξ/2)|
}
, k ∈ JNhsK, (35)
with ‖κ‖2 ≤ Np(2 + log(Nξ/2)) . Np logNξ and the relation k = k(j, l) defined in (33). In this
case, Prop. 2 holds for
p(k) =
CNξ
Np
min{1, |l − (Nξ/2)|−1}, (36)
where k = k(j, l) ∈ JNhsK, and the normalization constant CNξ respects 2 log(Nξ/2) < C−1Nξ <
4 + 2 log(Nξ/2).
If 1√
M
DΦ∗ΩΨ respects the RIP with the pmf specified in the previous proposition, Prop. 3
shows that the estimation error achieved by (34) can be bounded as
‖x− xˆ‖ ≤ 2σK(Ψ>x)1√
K
+ εsi. (37)
Moreover, following Prop. 5, Cor. 1 and Rem. 1, we can estimate the level εsi of a Gaussian
noise in the SI-FTI model (32). Indeed, we can compute the bound (9) associated with the pmf
(36) since, for any integer q ≥ 1, we easily prove that
1
Nhs
(
Eβ p(β)−q
)1/q
= 1Nξ
(
Eγ p′(γ)−q
)1/q
,
where β ∈ JNhsK is a r.v. with the pmf p of (36), and γ ∈ JNξK is a r.v. with pmf p′(l) :=
CNξ min{1, |l− (Nξ/2)|−1}. From Rem. 1, p′ is thus a VDS scheme with exponent α = 1 and offset
l0 = Nξ/2. We can thus set ρ = 2 + log(Nξ/2) > C
−1
Nξ
/2 = C−1Nξ (Nξ − l0)/Nξ, so that
1
M ‖Dn‖2 = 1M ‖D(ysi −Φ∗Ωx)‖2 ≤ ε2si(s) := ε2σnyq,s(Nhs,M, 2 + log(Nξ/2)), (38)
with probability exceeding 1− 3e−s/2 and εσ,s defined in (12).
We are now ready to summarize the complete analysis of SI-FTI in the following theorem.
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Theorem 3 (Structured Illumination-FTI). Given s > 0, fix integers K, Nhs = NξNp such that
K & log(Nhs) and
M & NpK log3(K) log(Nξ) log(Nhs). (39)
Generate M random (non-unique) indices associated with a (1D) index set Ω = {β1, · · · , βM} such
that βr ∼i.i.d. β for r ∈ JMK, with β a r.v. with the pmf (36). Then, given the noisy SI-FTI
measurements ysi in (32), the HS volume x can be approximated by solving (34) with the bound
εsi(s) in (38), up to an error
‖x− xˆ‖ ≤ 2σK(Ψ>x)1√
K
+ εsi(s), (40)
and with probability exceeding 1−N−c log3(K)hs − 3e−s/2.
Proof. A combination of Prop. 2, Prop. 3, and Prop. 5 with (38), (37) completes the proof.
Note that according to (36), the spatial locations are selected (and thus exposed) uniformly
at random; while for a fixed spatial location the probability of exposing that location obeys a
two-sided power-law decay distribution centered at OPD origin Nξ/2. In addition, since we can
ensure NpK  Nhs = NpNξ with a low best K-term approximation error σK(Ψ>x)1/
√
K under
the hypotheses made on the observed HS volume, the light exposure on the biological specimen
can be significantly reduced thanks to the VDS strategy (32); a UDS strategy would require M &
NhsK log
3(K) log(Nhs), which is equivalent to overexposing the specimen.
7 Constrained-Exposure Coding
As aforementioned, in fluorescence spectroscopy, the type of the injected fluorescent dyes (and there-
fore their tolerance to light exposure) is known. In this section, assuming that photo-bleaching13
for a fluorescent dye depends only on the total light exposure it has been subject to and supposing
that the maximum light exposure Imax that a fluorescent dye can tolerate is known, we adapt the
proposed CI/SI-FTI schemes by ensuring that the total light exposure Itot on each spatial location
of a biological specimen is constant and smaller than Imax, whatever the number of compressive
observations.
From the description of Sec. 3.1, in the case of the Nyquist-FTI system, if the total acquisition
time is T > 0, we have Itot = T I¯0 = T
∫ +∞
0 |E˜0(ν)|2 dν. Since Nξ OPD samples are recorded,
each location thus receives an intensity of Iopd = Itot/Nξ per OPD sample. If we fix the value Itot,
we show below that for the compressive CI/SI-FTI schemes, the light source intensity, and thus
the intensity per OPD sample, can be increased. This leads to an improved Measurement-to-Noise
Ratio (MNR), i.e.,
MNR := 10 log10
‖y‖2
‖n‖2 , (41)
if the measurement noise is assumed to not depend on the light intensity (i.e., under high-photon
counting assumption, see Sec. 3.3).
13We suppose here that the intensity of the light illuminated by a fluorescent dye is constant during CI/SI-FTI
experiments. As a more realistic model, however, the intensity of the fluorescent light would exponentially decrease
as a function of the received intensity.
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7.1 Constrained-exposure CI-FTI
We want to adjust the intensity I ′opd received per second and per unit area by each location of the
biological specimen (when illuminated), assuming that the total light exposure of the specimen per
unit area is fixed (constrained).
In CI-FTI, Itot = MξτξI
′
opd, with τξ is the constant duration of each time slot fixed by the
acquisition. In constrained-exposure CI-FTI, we keep Itot constant so that it matches the total
light exposure of the Nyquist FTI where Mξ = Nξ, i.e., Itot = NξτξIopd. This thus imposes the
relation I ′opd = (Nξ/Mξ)Iopd.
The light source intensity can thus be amplified by a factor of Nξ/Mξ while still preventing
photo-bleaching if Itot < Imax; from the assumption of linear intensity scaling made in (17), the
intensity of the light outgoing from the biological specimen then undergoes the same amplification.
As explained in Sec. 5.1, we also assume that the additive measurement noise is independent of
this increase of intensity. This assumption is experimentally well-verified (see Sec. 8.3).
Therefore, under the constant light exposure constraint, the acquisition model of CI-FTI in (23)
reads
Y ′ci = NξMξF
∗
ΩξX +N =
Nξ
Mξ
(F ∗ΩξX +
Mξ
Nξ
N) =:
Nξ
Mξ
Y˜
ci
. (42)
The last equality in (42) thus shows that Y ′ci = Nξ/MξY˜
ci
, with Y˜
ci
being the measurements that
would be acquired from (23) by attenuating the noise N by a factor of Mξ/Nξ.
Therefore, in this constrained-exposure context, we can recover X from (24) by computing
Y˜
ci
= (y˜1, · · · , y˜Np) = (Mξ/Nξ)Y ′ci and replacing σ2nyq ← (Mξ/Nξ)σ2nyq in the evaluation of εci(s)
in (28). In other words, as expected, by fixing the total light exposure, the Measurement-to-
Noise Ratio (41) is boosted when the number of measurements decreases. This effect is verified
numerically in Sec. 8.
Under the conditions of Thm 2, compared to (30), we also get an improved error bound
‖x− xˆ‖ ≤ 2
√
2√
Kξ
(∑Np
j=1
(
σKξ(Ψ
>
1Dxj)1
)2)1/2
+
√
2NpMξ
Nξ
εci(s). (43)
7.2 Constrained-exposure SI-FTI
Compared to CI-FTI, the total light exposure received on each specimen location varies spatially.
From the randomness of the structured illumination pattern described in Sec. 6, the jth specimen
location is indeed highlighted during Mj = |Ωj | time slots, i.e., a r.v. determined by the pmf
p(k(j, l)) in (36). Despite this variability, we can compute a tight (worst case) upper bound on
all {Mj : j ∈ JNpK} that holds with arbitrarily high probability. This bound can then be used to
constrain the light exposure, i.e., to ensure that no specimen location will be over-exposed.
At each independent random draw of the r.v. β with pmf p, whose M draws populate Ω in
Thm. 3, the probability of illuminating the jth specimen location, irrespective of the OPD index, is
the marginal pmf
∑
l∈JNξK p(k(j, l)) = 1/Np; Mj is thus a Binomial r.v. with M trials and success
probability 1/Np. Consequently, EMj = M/Np and from Bernstein inequality, we have14
P[Mj > MNp + t] ≤ exp(−12 t2( MNp + t3)−1),
for all t > 0.
14Remark that the event Mj <
M
Np
− t, which is useless here, holds with the same probability bound.
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Moreover, by union bound and applying the rescaling t ← MNp t, this concentration is uniform
for all spatial locations, i.e.,
P[Mj > MNp (1 + t)] ≤ Np exp(−32 t2 MNp (3 + t)−1), for all j ∈ JNpK. (44)
Note that this holds true despite the dependence of the r.v.s {Mj : j ∈ JNpK} induced from
the relation
∑
jMj = M . Finally, with the change of variable ζ = Np exp(−32 t2 MNp (3 + t)−1), i.e.,
t = 12(t0 +
√
t20 + 12t0) with t0 :=
2Np
3M log(
Np
ζ ), (44) involves
P[Mj > MNp (1 +
t0+
√
t20+12t0
2 )] ≤ ζ, for all j ∈ JNpK. (45)
Therefore, despite the spatial variability of Mj , we can set a low failure probability ζ and adjust
the light exposure by relying on the fact that
Mj < M¯(ζ) :=
M
Np
(1 +
t0+
√
t20+12t0
2 ), (46)
for all j ∈ JNpK with probability exceeding 1− ζ.
Let I ′opd denotes the light intensity received per second and per unit area by each location of the
biological specimen when illuminated. The light exposure per unit area on each location j does not
exceed Itot = M¯I
′
opdτξ, and photo-bleaching does not occur if this quantity is smaller than Imax.
Matching the constrained Itot with the light exposure NξτξIopd of a Nyquist FTI scenario (i.e., full
OPD sampling), we thus get the light amplification rule
I ′opd = (Nξ/M¯)Iopd =
Nhs
M (1 +
t0+
√
t20+12t0
2 )
−1Iopd.
Thereby, we can increase the intensity of the light source by a factor of Nξ/M¯ , for a fixed parameter
ζ independent from other parameters.
From the linear intensity scaling assumption made in (17), and assuming that the measurement
noise is independent of this scaling, the acquisition model of constrained-exposure SI-FTI, with
respect to (32), then reads
y′si = (Nξ/M¯) Φ∗Ωx+ n = (Nξ/M¯)
(
Φ∗Ωx+ (M¯/Nξ)n
)
:= (Nξ/M¯)y˜
si. (47)
Similarly to the discussion for constrained-exposure CI-FTI, (47) means that y′si = (Nξ/M¯) y˜si,
with y˜si being the measurements that would be acquired from (32) by attenuating the noise n by
a factor of (M¯/Nξ) = (M/Nhs)(1 +
t0+
√
t20+12t0
2 ).
Finally, by union bound over the events ensuring (46) and the statement of Thm 3, with
probability exceeding 1−N−c log3(K)hs − 3e−s/2− ζ, the recovery guarantee for the reconstruction of
x from y˜si in constrained-exposure SI-FTI model is
‖x− xˆ‖ ≤ 2σK(Ψ>x)1√
K
+ MNhs (1 +
t0+
√
t20+12t0
2 ) εsi(s), (48)
where t0 = t0(ζ) is defined above, and replacing σ
2
nyq ← (M¯/Nξ)σ2nyq in the evaluation of εsi(s) in
(38).
Note that, the second term of the right-hand side of (48) in SI-FTI, as well as the second term
of the right-hand side of (43) in CI-FTI, increase linearly with the number of compressive FTI
measurements. Thus, given the constrained-exposure budget, recording full FTI measurements
does not yield the best recovery quality; the optimum number of measurements is the outcome of
a trade-off between the best K-term approximation of the HS volume and the noise level.
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8 Numerical Results
We conduct three simulations to verify the performance of the proposed compressive FTI methods.
In the first scenario we examine the optimality of the proposed VDS strategies for CI-FTI and
SI-FTI in (27) and (36) for any arbitrary sparse HS data by tracing the phase transition curves
of successful recovery in a noiseless setting. The second scenario consists in following up the
performance of the proposed FTI frameworks with constrained/unconstrained-exposure budget on
a simulated biological HS volumes. In the third setup, constrained-exposure CI-FTI is simulated
from the real FTI measurements. For all the experiments we report the Reconstruction SNR
(RSNR), i.e.,
RSNR := −10 log10 Ee‖x− xˆ‖2/‖x‖2,
where Ee denotes the empirical mean over several trials of the sensing context (as specified in the
text). The HS volume reconstructions (24) and (34) are numerically performed with the SPGL1
solver [68, 69].
Concerning the value εci and εsi of the noise power in the optimization problems (24) and (34),
we observed numerically that the estimations in (28) and (38) are not tight enough at small number
of measurements. While tightening those bounds constitutes an interesting future work, we have
rather numerically estimated εci and εsi in our simulations. For this, we have computed the empirical
95th percentile curve of the weighted noise power over 100 Monte-Carlo realizations of both a
Gaussian random noise (with unit variance) and the index set Ω (for the selected sensing scenario,
CI- or SI-FTI) over the considered interval of measurement number. This experimental curve has
then be multiplied by the noise standard deviation, known (for synthetic examples) or estimated
(for experimental data).
8.1 Impact of different VDS strategies in compressive FTI
We here challenge the VDS densities defined in Thm. 2 and Thm. 3 by comparing their performances
(in terms of reconstruction error) with those reached by other density functions with different
decaying power laws in the OPD domain. We also show that the prescribed schemes achieve near-
optimal results with respect to a pmf set to the value of the local coherence µloc between the
sparsity and the sensing bases.
In details, following Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 6.1, the compressive FTI scenarios are associated with
different subsampling of measurement indices, as recorded in the measurement index set Ω. In
particular, the (possibly non-unique) random elements of Ω are i.i.d. according to the following
pmfs generalizing (27) and (36) to variable power laws:
(CI− FTI) pα(l) := CNξ,α min
{
1, 1|l−Nξ/2|α
}
,
popt(l) :=
(∑
l′ µ
loc
l′ (F
∗Ψ1D)2
)−1
(µlocl (F
∗Ψ1D))2,
(SI− FTI) pα(k(j, l)) := CNξ,αNp min
{
1, 1|l−Nξ/2|α
}
,
popt(k(j, l)) :=
(∑
k µ
loc
k (Φ
∗Ψ)2
)−1
(µlock (Φ
∗Ψ))2,
(49)
where CNξ,α ensures that the probabilities sum to one, and the specific pmf parameterizations are
defined in Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 6.1. In (49), the parameter α ∈ {0, 1, 1.5, 2, 8} controls the decaying
power of the VDS strategy; for α = 0 it reduces to a UDS strategy and for α = 1 it matches the
pmfs of (27) and (36). We also consider optimal VDS strategies, i.e., the two pmfs popt in (49),
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where each pmf — for CI and SI-FTI — is set to the local coherence between the sensing and the
sparsity bases. While this setting is numerically computable, it is, however, hardly integrable to
our estimation of the noise power, and thus to our analysis of the reconstruction error of the HS
volume.
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Figure 3: Representation of different CI-FTI sampling strategies for Nξ = 512 associated with pmfs p
α(l) and popt
in (49). The lower value of ‖κα‖2 is an indicator of sampling optimality. Smaller values amount to a tighter sample
complexity bound in (5). The same trend is expected for the phase transition curves as well, which is confirmed in
Fig. 4.
Note that in the case of CI-FTI, from Prop. 2, the pmf pα in (49) is admissible — i.e., it allows for
HS volume reconstruction in CI-FTI — only if it is proportional to a vector κα ∈ RNξ+ that bounds
the local coherence µlocl (F
∗Ψ1D) between F and Ψ1D. Thus, we must have ‖κα‖2pα(l) = (καl )2 ≥
µlocl (F
∗Ψ1D) for all l ∈ JNξK. This involves in particular ‖κα‖2pα(Nξ/2) = ‖κα‖2CNξ,α ≥ 1, since
µlocNξ/2(F
∗Ψ1D) = 1 (see App. D), i.e., we necessarily have ‖κα‖2 ≥ 1/CNξ,α =
∑
l min{1, 1|l−Nξ/2|α }.
In the case of popt, we can directly set κoptl = µ
loc
l (F
∗Ψ1D) by construction.
We provide an illustration of the corresponding pmfs in Fig. 3 for CI-FTI. It is clear that
the pmf for α = 1 is close to the optimal pmf curve popt. This is in agreement with the bound
‖κ1‖2 ≥ 14.24, i.e., a value closer to ‖κopt‖2 ' 6.15 than the lower bounds of ‖κα‖2 for the other
values of α (see Fig. 3).
The CI/SI-FTI measurements are simulated by restricting the Nyquist measurements to a subset
Ω specified by the pmfs in (49) and the procedures defined in Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 6.1. At each trial of
our experiments, we generate randomly both Ω and a synthetic HS volume from X = ΨS, where
Ψ = Ψ2D⊗Ψ1D for SI-FTI, and Ψ = INp⊗Ψ1D for CI-FTI. The matrix S ∈ RNξ×Np is sparse, its
dimensions are Nξ = 512 and Np = 8
2 (i.e., Nhs = 2
15), and its row and column sparsity levels are
Kξ = 4 and Kp = 4, respectively. The indices of the Kξ rows and Kp columns are chosen uniformly
at random and the non-zero random coefficients follow a normal distribution. We finally simulate
noiseless Nyquist-FTI measurements of x = vec(X) from ynyq = Φ∗x, where Φ := INp ⊗ F .
For a fixed measurement ratio M/Nhs this procedure is repeated for 50 independent trials. We
trace the phase transition curves in Fig. 4 which shows the probability of successful recovery against
the number of measurements by solving (24) and (34) with a zero noise level (i.e., εci = εsi = 0).
We count a recovery as successful if ‖xˆ−x‖2 ≤ 10−10‖x‖2. The plot confirms that the value α = 1
(i.e., the proposed VDS strategy) is very close to the optimal sampling strategy popt and can reach
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100 % chance of successful recovery from M/Nhs > 0.2 and M/Nhs > 0.5 for SI-FTI and CI-FTI,
respectively; while for UDS strategy (α = 0) we observe that this cannot be achieved even when
M/Nhs = 1. Hereafter, the rest of our experiments are restricted to the case α = 1.
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Figure 4: Phase transition comparison of proposed VDS (α = 1) against UDS (α = 0) and other VDS strategies in
the frameworks of CI-FTI and SI-FTI.
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Figure 5: A synthetic biological RGB image (left); three spectral bands of the generated ground truth HS volume
(middle); the known spectral signatures of three fluorochromes (right).
8.2 Reconstruction performances on a synthetic biological HS volume
We now test the performance of the proposed compressive FTI frameworks in a more realistic
context including measurement noise. We consider sensing scenarios with both constrained and
unconstrained light exposure.
As illustrated in Fig. 5, we simulate a biological HS volume of size (Nξ, Np) = (512, 64
2) by
mixing the coefficients of three spectral bands of a synthetic biological RGB image (selected from
the benchmark images [70]) with the known spectra of three common fluorochromes.
The Nyquist measurements are formed as ynyq = Φ∗x + nnyq where nnyql,k ∼i.i.d. N (0, σnyq)
and σnyq is fixed such that 10 log(‖x‖2/‖nnyq‖2) ≈ 20 dB. In the unconstrained-exposure context,
CI-FTI and SI-FTI observations are formed according to (23) and (32), where the sets Ωξ and
Ω are randomly generated from the pmfs (27) and (36), respectively, and the variance of each
component of the associated additive Gaussian measurement noises is also set to σ2nyq. In the
context of constrained-exposure simulations, the values of ground truth HS volume are multiplied
by Nξ/Mξ and Nξ/M¯ for CI-FTI and SI-FTI, respectively, according to the linear intensity scaling
assumption explained in (42) and (47) (Sec. 7).
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Figure 6: The reconstruction performance of CI/SI-FTI systems solved by `1 minimization (CS) and ME problem
with the constrained/unconstrained light exposure budget. Note that for a fixed measurement ratio, the amount of
light exposure in the unconstrained exposure scenario is less than the one in constrained exposure scenario, by a
factor M/Nhs.
This sensing context is repeated over 10 random realizations of the noise, and the sets Ωξ or
Ω. Fig. 6 depicts the reconstruction SNR in dB as a function of the number of measurements.
The HS volumes are reconstructed by solving two types of problems: (i) the CS-based `1 mini-
mization problem (24) or (34); and (ii) the Minimal Energy (ME) problem [10], i.e., a standard
reconstruction method that amounts to applying the pseudo-inverse of the sensing operator on the
noisy measurements.
In both cases, ME reconstructions (the blue curves) do not reach CS reconstruction qualities,
even though they benefit of the VDS strategy. The poor performances of the ME solutions advocate
the necessity of promoting sparsity prior in the reconstruction problem. The increased RSNR
quality of SI-FTI over CI-FTI is induced by both the 3D wavelet sparsity model and the greater
diversity of the compressive sensing matrix in SI-FTI where spatial information of the HS volume
is captured at each OPD index in JNξK; in CI-FTI, this spatial information is observed only on the
M ξ selected OPD indices. We recall that since there are repeated indices in subsampled sets Ωξ
and Ω, even for M/Nhs = 1, we cannot sample all the distinct elements. As a consequence, ME
reconstructions does not reach Nyquist quality at M/Nhs = 1.
We now question whether the superior performance of SI-FTI is the consequence of the sensing
diversity or of the selected 3D wavelet sparsity model. For this, deviating from what is guaranteed
by CS literature (see Sec. 5.2), we test the recovery of HS data from CI-FTI measurements using the
recovery scheme (34) regularized by the same prior as in SI-FTI, i.e., with the 3D wavelet sparsity
basis Ψ = Ψ2D ⊗Ψ1D. We thus solve this optimization with the changes D → INp ⊗
√
MξD
ξ,
M →MξNp, and ysi → yci, and assuming that the level of the noise is unaffected between the CI-
FTI and the SI-FTI sensing schemes. The results are displayed in Fig. 6-left (the black curves). We
observe that this 3D wavelet sparsity model increases the RSNR, up to 4.5 dB, when M/Nhs is close
to 1. This improvement, however, does not reach the RSNR of SI-FTI displayed in Fig. 6-right.
We thus conclude that the SI-FTI scheme benefit more from the diversity of its measurements than
from its regularization compared to CI-FTI. In practice, HS data in CI-FTI should be reconstructed
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with this 3D wavelet sparsity basis to reach the highest RSNR when M/Nhs is large. Keeping this
in mind, the next CI-FTI experiments are, however, run with Ψ = INp ⊗Ψ1D for simplicity.
For constrained-exposure scenarios, we observe that — as opposed to the common belief —
subsampling 40 percent of the FTI measurements yields better HS recovery quality than the one
obtained from maximal number of FTI measurements15. However, this effect vanishes for large
values of M and the RSNR decreases to reach the quality performances at the maximal number of
measurements, which parallels with the behavior of the second error term in (43) and (48). This
phenomenon is due to the fact that the best K-term approximation error in the right-hand-side
of (43) or (48) is dominated by the noise term, which can be reduced by taking less number of
measurements. Besides, ME reconstruction cannot leverage constrained-exposure budget, since the
measurement noise is the same as the one in unconstrained-exposure scenario.
(a) CS, CI-FTI Con. Exp. RSNR = 12.1 dB
Fig. 8(a)
(32,32)
(d) CS, SI-FTI Con. Exp. RSNR = 24.8 dB
Fig. 8(b)
(32,32)
(b) CS, CI-FTI Uncon. Exp. RSNR = 9.11 dB (e) CS, SI-FTI Uncon. Exp. RSNR = 20.5 dB
(c) ME, CI-FTI Con. Exp. RSNR = 4.61 dB (f) ME, SI-FTI Con. Exp. RSNR = 5.05 dB
Figure 7: An example of the reconstructed HS volumes from 20 % of the total measurements (or light exposure). The
spectral content at the spatial location indicated by a white square is shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 7 illustrates three spatial maps associated with the wavenumber indices l ∈ {72, 79, 96}
of the reconstructed HS volumes. This figure is one instance of the Monte-Carlo trials in the
experiment of Fig. 6, for M/Nhs = 0.2. It can be seen that, for both systems, the HS volume
recovered with CS-based formulation preserves the spatial configuration of the specimen, although
the RSNR for CI-FTI may not be satisfactory. However, as mentioned in Sec. 1, the main motivation
for studying FTI is to acquire HS volumes with high spectral resolution, i.e., limited by the life-time
of the fluorochromes. Note that the spatial resolution is determined by physical characteristics of
the 2D imaging sensor in Fig. 1. In order to illustrate the ability of the proposed approaches in
preserving the spectral information, Fig. 8 also compares the spectral content of the reconstructed
HS volumes at the center spatial location indicated by a white square. The artifacts in the solution
of ME problem are obvious and they could be sufficiently prominent for causing false detections
15We note that in the case of CI-FTI regularized with 3D wavelet basis, there is still a 1 dB gain (around M/Nhs =
0.5) to use the constrained-exposure scenario over the unconstrained one. However, a deeper analysis of this effect
for this setting goes beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 8: The spectrum of the reconstructed HS volumes in Fig. 7 at spatial location (q1, q2) = (32, 32).
in the decompositions of a biological HS volume into its spectral constituents. Despite minor
disturbances, the CS-based solution in CI-FTI successfully follows the ground truth spectrum.
However, the solution of SI-FTI almost perfectly matches the ground truth signal.
8.3 Constrained-exposure simulations from actual experimental data
To prove the concept of CI-FTI, we have simulated a CI-FTI setup in a constrained-exposure context
by subsampling the data recorded by an actual (Nyquist) FTI acquisition. We have scanned a thin
layer of a biologic cell (i.e., Convallaria, lily of the valley, cross section of rhizome with concentric
vascular bundles) stained on a glass slide, using a confocal microscope (with a 40× objective)
equipped with an FTI and a LUXEON light source [71], i.e., the HYPE device used in [4]. By
changing the current level of the light source from I0 = 100 mA to I1 = 700 mA (with ∆I = 25
mA) we acquired 25 sets of Nyquist FTI measurements of size (Nξ, N¯p, N¯p) = (1024, 128, 128),
with OPDmax = 2.537 µm, i.e., each set corresponds to one light intensity level
16. This exhaustive
acquisition enables us to simulate constrained-exposure compressive sensing-FTI (see below).
Concerning the level of σnyq of the measurement noise, we have estimated it using an RM
estimator [62] applied on each of the 25 HS data cubes. We observed that, over [I0, I1] with
I1/I0 = 7, σnyq ∈ [0.1408, 0.2272], i.e., a linear regression provides σnyq(I) ≈ a(I/100) + b with
a = 1.44 10−2 and b = 1.26 10−1. This limited variation of σ when I varies confirms that the
dependence of the Nyquist noise on the light intensity can be neglected (see Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 7).
The simulated CI-FTI sensing model of this section contains one crucial difference compared
to the subsampling procedure studied in Sec. 5 and tested in the two previous sections. Since the
subsampling set Ωξ contains possible repetition of the same OPD indices (i.e., according to the
pmf (27) that is used to draw Mξ i.i.d. OPD indices with repetition), a restriction of the (noisy)
Nyquist FTI observations above to Ωξ at each pixel location copies the same realizations of the
noise on repeated indices. This differs from the model (23) where the noise samples vary on possible
multiple instances of the same OPD index.
Consequently, rather than artificially copying the same observations for each repeated index in
Ωξ, we have adopted the following more realistic experimental sensing scenario. For a given Mξ,
16The light source specifications [71] specifies that the relative luminous flux is proportional to the forward current.
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the subsampling multiset Ωξ is randomly generated according to the pmf (27). We then construct
a set Ω¯ξ := {Ω¯1, · · · , Ω¯Meff} with cardinality Meff < Mξ which is a replica of Ωξ with only unique
indices17. Finally, CI-FTI measurements are built by restricting the Nyquist FTI measurements
ynyq to the subset Ω¯ξ.
By following this procedure, the fidelity term in (25) must be adapted; the weighting matrix
Dξ must stay constant across its diagonal elements. Indeed, we can easily show that each index l
presents in Ωξ is repeated according to a binomial r.v. ωl of Mξ trials and success probability
p(l), with p the pmf defined in (27). Therefore, Eωl = Mξp(l), which is exactly the inverse of
each entry 1Mξ d
2
kk =
1
Mξp(Ωk)
of 1Mξ (D
ξ)2 for which Ωk = l. In other words, in expectation, the
matrix Dξ accounts for a normalization of the multiplicity of each index present in Ωξ. While a
careful mathematical analysis of this effect is postponed to a future work, we conclude that, for each
optimization vector uj and each j ∈ JNpK, ‖I ∗¯Ωξ(ynyqj −F ∗uj)‖2 ≈ 1Mξ ‖DξI∗Ωξ(ynyqj −F ∗uj)‖2 ≤ ε2ci
is an appropriate fidelity term in (25) in the replacement of Ωξ by Ω¯ξ.
Back to our simulation setup, from the recorded Nyquist FTI measurements, a CI-FTI system
with constrained-exposure budget is simulated as follows. Given a reference current level of the
light source, e.g., Iref = 100 mA as for the black curve in Fig. 9, without loss of generality, we
assume18 Iopd = Iref/τξ and thus a constrained-exposure budget is fixed as Itot = IrefNξ ≤ Imax.
Therefore, for every other current levels, I(mA), we are allowed to set Mξ(I, Iref) =
Iref
I Nξ, e.g.,
Mξ(700, 100)/Nξ = 14.28 %. Besides, in view of the above-mentioned sampling approach, consid-
ering Meff ≤ M unique subsampled indices does not violate the requirements of the constrained-
exposure budget scenario. Hereafter, we report effective measurement ratio (Meff/Nξ) as it will be
the actual exposure reduction ratio.
Since the Nyquist FTI measurements recorded at I(mA) = 700 mA has the highest MNR
(see (41)), the reconstructed HS volume19 from this data is taken as the ground truth volume,
e.g., for the purpose of computing RSNR. For the sake of obtaining fair RSNR values, all the
spectra are normalized with respect to their `2-norm, meaning that in RSNR formula we replace
x = [x>1 , · · · ,x>Np ]> with x◦ := [x>1 /‖x1‖, · · · ,x>Np/‖xNp‖]> and replace xˆ = [xˆ>1 , · · · , xˆ>Np ]> with
xˆ◦ := [xˆ>1 /‖xˆ1‖, · · · , xˆ>Np/‖xˆNp‖]>. This allows for the computation of the RSNR independently
of the light intensity — the intensity of the reconstructed spectrum being proportional to the
light intensity — and it reduces the effect of various data corruptions, e.g., saturated pixels, light
diffraction due to the biological specimen, or motion artifact during the experiment.
The RSNR values of CI-FTI system for two constrained-exposure budgets, i.e., Itot ∈ {100Nξ, 200Nξ}
mA, and for two random generations of Ωξ is illustrated in Fig. 9. These results stress that for
a fixed light exposure budget, an application of the proposed CI-FTI method always results in a
superior quality of the HS volume reconstruction. For instance, for 100Nξ mA exposure budget,
subsampling 8 % of the OPD axis, approximately yields a 5 dB gain in the RSNR, in comparison
to subsampling 34 % of the OPD axis. The reconstructed HS volumes corresponding to four circled
points in Fig. 9 are shown in Fig. 10 (for the spectra observed at the center spatial location) and
Fig. 11 (for the spatial maps at wavenumber index 70, i.e., 594 nm, at which the spectra max-
imum occurs). In Fig. 10, the noise amplitudes in the spectra recovered from P2 (34 % of FTI
17For l ∈ JNξK, define the Bernoulli random variable Xl being equal to 1 if the lth OPD element is picked at least
once over Mξ trials, and zero otherwise, then EXl = P(Xl = 1) = 1− (1− p(l))Mξ and EMeff =
∑
l 1− (1− p(l))Mξ ,
since Meff =
∑
lXl.
18Remind that the flux of the light source is proportional to its current level.
19To do so, in (25), we set Ωξ = JNξK,Dξ =√NξINξ , and Mξ = Nξ.
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Figure 11: The spatial maps of the reconstructed HS volumes at l = 70 (equivalent to 594 nm wavelength).
measurements) and P4 (35%) are significantly larger than in the spectra of P1 (8 %) and P3 (14%),
respectively. In Fig. 11, as expected from the low light condition (e.g., at 100 mA and 200 mA),
the spatial map quality is significantly degraded due to noise (Fig. 11-c and Fig. 11-e). Lower
subsampling rates allows for improved spatial map qualities (Fig. 11-b and Fig. 11-d) associated
with an increased light intensity of 700 mA where the MNR peaks. Note that the parallel frontiers
of the biological cells in Fig. 11 are an effect of the 3D specimen transparency (also observed in the
panchromatic microscope).
We conclude this section by mentioning that an SI-FTI framework could have also been sim-
ulated from the recorded data, i.e., by randomly subsampling spatiotemporally the volume of
recorded (Nyquist) interferograms. However, such a simulation would be too ideal with respect to an
actual SI-FTI implementation integrating a spatial light modulator (SLM), e.g., a semi-transparent
Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCoS) [72], or Digital Micro-mirror De-
vices (DMD), as used in the single-pixel camera [35]. While their inclusion in a compressive imaging
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procedure is often beneficial, these devices are also known to induce non-negligible light diffraction
associated with the small pixel pitch of the SLMs’s elements. We therefore postpone the analysis
of an actual SI-FTI to future study where the impact of light diffraction (e.g., modeled by a spatial
convolution with a calibrated point-spread-function [73]) must be carefully integrated in the sensing
model.
9 Conclusion
We have proposed two versions of compressive sensing Fourier transform interferometry (i.e., CI-
FTI and SI-FTI) where the light exposure can be compressed temporally and spatially in order
to maximize the spectral resolution of the resulting hyperspectral volumes, i.e., in a process that
minimizes the photo-bleaching phenomenon. These methods are practically plausible without any
modification of interferometer but only of the optical setup to which it is associated (e.g., the
light system of a confocal microscope). The first proposed system, called Coded illumination-FTI,
consists in binary modulation of illuminating light before exposing the biological specimen; while
the second system, referred as Structured Illumination-FTI, involves a spatial light-modulation that
allows spatiotemporal light coding. By invoking the theory of compressive sensing and by deriving
a variable density sampling strategy guided by [16], the two proposed frameworks are proved to
reach optimum uniform recovery guarantees. Furthermore, the impact of promoting fluorochrome
life-time as a constraint has been analyzed. Our theoretical analyses were verified via exhaustive
numerical tests for three cases: (i) noiseless synthetic arbitrary sparse HS data, (ii) simulated
biological HS volume, and (iii) Experimental FTI measurement. However, future investigations can
be followed in several directions. For instance, assuming other discrepancy sources, e.g., Poisson
noise, quantization, instrumental response, or taking into account the structure of the fluorochrome
spectra in order to improve the HS recovery. Tracing other low-complexity prior models, e.g., low-
rankness, group sparsity, dictionary-based sparsity, shearlet, or TV sparsity models will be the
scope of a future work.
A Proof of Theorem 1
In the context defined by Thm 1, we define M independent, positive r.v.s Xj ∼ |nj |2 η(β)−1 (for
1 ≤ j ≤ M), such that EXj = |nj |2 Eη(β)−1 = |nj |2N , and E
∑
j Xj = N‖n‖2. Therefore, the
left-hand side of (10) reads
1
M ‖Dn‖2 = 1M
∑M
j=1Xj =
N
M ‖n‖2 + 1M
∑M
j=1(Xj − EXj). (50)
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Moreover, for all j ∈ JMK and any integer p ≥ 1, EXpj ≤ ‖n‖2p∞ Eβη(β)−p, so that, for |s| <
1/(4eρN‖n‖2∞) and using p! ≥ e1−ppp (Stirling bound [74]),
Ees(Xj−EXj) =
∑+∞
p=0
1
p!s
p E(Xj − EXj)p = 1 +
∑+∞
p=2
1
p!s
p E(Xj − EXj)p
≤ 1 +∑+∞p=2 1p!2p|s|p EXpj
≤ 1 +∑+∞p=2 2p|s|p ‖n‖2p∞ 1p!Eβη(β)−p
≤ 1 +∑+∞p=2 2p|s|p ‖n‖2p∞ ep−1(1p(Eβη(β)−p)1/p)p
≤ 1 +∑+∞p=2 2p|s|p ‖n‖2p∞ ep−1ρpNp
= 1 + 4es2 ‖n‖4∞ ρ2N2
∑+∞
p=0 2
pep|s|p ‖n‖2p∞ ρpNp
≤ 1 + 8es2 ‖n‖4∞ ρ2N2 ≤ exp(16e2s2 ‖n‖4∞ ρ2N2/2),
where the second line uses EX |X−EX|p = EX |EX′(X−X ′)|p ≤ EXEX′(|X|+|X ′|)p ≤ 2p−1EXEX′(|X|p+
|X ′|p) ≤ 2pE|X|p, for two i.i.d. r.v.s X and X ′.
This shows that the r.v.s {Xj − EXj : 1 ≤ j ≤ M} are positive sub-exponential r.v.s with pa-
rameter λ = 4e‖n‖2∞ρN [74], since Ees(Xj−EXj) ≤ exp(s2λ2/2) for |s| < 1/λ. Therefore, Bernstein
inequality [74, Thm. 1.13] shows that their sum concentrates around their mean, i.e.,
P[ 1M
∑M
j=1(Xj − EXj) > tλ] ≤ exp(−M2 min{t2, t}).
With the change of variable min{t2, t} = s, i.e., t = max{√s, s}, this gives P[ 1M
∑M
j=1(Xj−EXj) >
max{s,√s}λ] ≤ exp(−M2 s), or equivalently, with s← s/M ,
P[ 1M
∑M
j=1(Xj − EXj) > max
{
s
M ,
√
s√
M
}
λ ] ≤ exp(− s2).
Therefore, with probability exceeding 1− exp(− s2), (50) provides
1
M ‖Dn‖2 ≤ NM ‖n‖2 + 4emax
{
s
M ,
√
s√
M
}‖n‖2∞ρN,
which gives the result.
B Proof of Corollary 1
By union bound, we first know that P[∃i ∈ JMK : |ni| ≥ tσ] ≤ M exp(−t2/2). Therefore, ‖n‖∞ ≤
σ
√
2 logM + s with probability exceeding 1− exp(−s/2). Moreover, since n2i is a χ2 distribution,
we have ‖n‖2 ≤ σ2(M +√M√s/2 + s) with probability exceeding 1 − exp(−s/2) (see, e.g., [75,
Lem. 1]).
Therefore, by union bound over the failure of these two events and over the one covered by
Thm. 1 in (10), we have
1
M ‖Dn‖2 ≤ NM ‖n‖2 + 4emax
{
s
M ,
√
s√
M
}‖n‖2∞ρN
≤ σ2[NM (M + 1√2√M√s+ s) + 4e(2 logM + s) max{ sM , √s√M }ρN]
= σ2N
[
(1 + 1√
2
√
s√
M
+ sM ) + 4e(2 logM + s) max
{
s
M ,
√
s√
M
}
ρ
]
,
with probability exceeding 1 − 3 exp(− s2), which provides the result. Note that in the case of a
UDS, we just need to consider the χ2-bound on ‖n‖2 above since D2 = NIN is deterministic.
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C Proof of Prop. 4
The proof of Prop. 4 requires us to compute here the local coherence between the 1D discrete
Fourier and Haar wavelet bases. We tightly follow the developments of [16, Cor. 6.4], improving
them by a factor of 9pi, which leads to a smaller hidden constant in the sample complexity bound.
Let us first recall the definitions of the 1D discrete Fourier and Haar wavelet bases of CN , for some
dimension N ∈ N0.
Definition 2 (1D Haar wavelet basis). Fix N = 2n¯ for some n¯ ∈ N. The 1D discrete Haar wavelet
basis of CN consists of the functions
{ψ˜j}Nj=1 := {ψ} ∪ {hn,l : 0 ≤ n ≤ n¯− 1, 0 ≤ l ≤ 2n − 1},
where, for t ∈ N ∩ [0, N − 1], ψ(t) = 2−n¯/2 is the constant (scaling) function and hn,l(t) :=
2
n−n¯
2 h(2n−n¯ t− l) is the wavelet function at resolution n and position l, with h(t) equals 1, −1 and
0 over [0, 1/2), [1/2, 1) and R \ [0, 1), respectively, i.e.,
hn,l(t) =

2
n−n¯
2 if l2n¯−n ≤ t < (l + 12)2n¯−n,
−2n−n¯2 if (l + 12)2n¯−n ≤ t < (l + 1)2n¯−n,
0 otherwise.
Definition 3 (1D discrete Fourier basis). Fix N = 2n¯ for some n¯ ∈ N. The 1D discrete Fourier
basis of CN consists of the functions{
φk(t) :=
1√
N
e2pii
k
N
t : −N2 + 1 ≤ k ≤ N2 , t ∈ [0, N − 1]
}
,
with k and t integers.
Let us now bound the local coherence
µlock (F ,Ψ1D) := µ
loc
k (A := F
∗Ψ1D) = max1≤j≤N |〈φk−(N/2), ψ˜j〉|,
for k ∈ JNK. Given k′ = k − N/2 with −N2 + 1 ≤ k′ ≤ N2 , we have to compute three cases:
(i) |〈φk′ , ψ〉| for all k′, (ii) |〈φ0, hn,l〉| for all n, l, and (iii) |〈φk′ , hn,l〉| for all non-zero k′ and all
n, l. For the first two cases, we observe that |〈φk′ , ψ〉| equals one if k′ = 0 and zero otherwise,
while |〈φ0, hn,l〉| = 0, for all n and l. For the third case, if k′ 6= 0, a direct computation provides
s := 〈φk′ , hn,l〉 = s1 − s2 with
s1 :=
(l+ 1
2
)2n¯−n−1∑
j=l2n¯−n
2
n−n¯
2 2−
n¯
2 e−2pii2
−n¯k′j , s2 :=
(l+1)2n¯−n−1∑
j=(l+ 1
2
)2n¯−n
2
n−n¯
2 2−
n¯
2 e−2pii2
−n¯k′j . (51)
Separate computations of s1 and s2 yields
s1 = 2
n
2
−n¯e−2piik′l2−n
∑2n¯−n−1−1
j=0 e
−2pii2−n¯k′j , (52)
s2 = 2
n
2
−n¯e−2piik
′(l+ 1
2
)2−n∑2n¯−n−1−1
j=0 e
−2pii2−n¯k′j . (53)
Therefore, we get
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s = s1 − s2 = 2n2−n¯
∣∣∑2(n¯−n−1)−1
j=0 e
−2pii2−n¯k′j∣∣ ∣∣1− e−2piik′2−(n+1)∣∣
= 2
n
2
−n¯ 2 sin2(pik′2−n−1)
| sin(pik′2−n¯)| ≤ 2
n
2
sin2(pik′2−n−1)
|k′| .
In the last inequality we used the fact that | sin(pix)| ≥ 2|x| for |x| ≤ 1/2. Let us consider two cases.
First, if pi|k′|/2−n ≥ pi/2, then 2n/2 < √2|k′| and s ≤ √2/|k′|. Second, if pi|k′|/2−n < pi/2, then
using the fact that cos |x| ≥ 1−2/pi|x| for |x| < pi/2 we get sin2 pik′2−n−1 = 1−cospik′2−n ≤ |k′|2−n
which leads to s ≤ 2−n/2 ≤ 1/√2|k′|. Combining the two cases leads to
|〈φk′ , hn,l〉| ≤
√
2√
|k′| .
Gathering all results, we thus find max
j
|〈φk′ , ψ˜j〉| ≤ min
{
1,
√
2√
|k′|
}
, and
µlock (A) ≤ κk :=
√
2 min
{
1, 1√|k−N/2|
}
. (54)
Therefore, (6) gives p(k) := CN min
{
1, 1|k−N/2|
}
for k ∈ JNK, which implies (27) for N = Nξ,
with CN ensuring
∑N
k=1 p(k) = 1. Concerning this constant, we find
C−1N =
∑
k min{1, 1|k−N
2
|} = 1 +
∑N
2
−1
k=1
1
N
2
−k +
∑N
k=N
2
+1
1
k−N
2
= 1 +
∑N
2
−1
k=1
1
k +
∑N
2
k=1
1
k = 1 +
2
N−2 + 2
∑N
2
−1
k=1
1
k .
However, for any integer D ≥ 2, ∑D−1k=1 1k ≤ 1+∫ D2 1s−1ds = 1+log(D−1) and∑D−1k=1 1k ≥ ∫ D1 1sds =
log(D). Therefore,
2 log(N2 ) ≤ 1 + 2N−2 + 2 log(N2 ) ≤ C−1N ≤ 3 + 2N−2 + 2 log(N2 − 1) < 4 + 2 log(N2 ), (55)
which is true from N ≥ 2. Finally, from the definition of κ, we have ‖κ‖2/2 ≤ C−1N , so that
‖κ‖2 ≤ 8 + 4 log(N2 ) . logN , and (5) then explains the sufficient condition (29) for N = Nξ.
D Proof of Prop. 5
This proof requires us to compute a bound on the local coherence µlock (Φ,Ψ) := µ
loc
k (A := Φ
∗Ψ)
for k ∈ JNK, when Φ = INp ⊗ F and Ψ = Ψ2D ⊗Ψ1D.
We note first that, from the Kronecker product properties, A = (INpΨ2D) ⊗ (F ∗Ψ1D). Using
the relation (33) between the 1D “k” and the 2D “(j, l)” index representations of interferometric
data, the definition of local coherence (4) gives
µlock (A) = max
l′
|(F ∗Ψ1D)l,l′ |︸ ︷︷ ︸
=: µlocl (F
∗Ψ1D)
·max
j′
|(INpΨ2D)j,j′ |︸ ︷︷ ︸
=: µlocj (INpΨ2D)
, (56)
since
maxs |(B ⊗C)r,s| = maxs′ |Br′,s′ |maxs′′ |Cr′′,s′′ |, (57)
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for any matrices B ∈ Cb1×b2 ,C ∈ Cc1×c2 , and r = (r′ − 1)b1 + r′′.
Let us now bound the two terms of right-hand side of (56). For the first, (54) provides
µlocl (F
∗Ψ1D) ≤
√
2 min
{
1, 1√|l−Nξ/2|
}
. (58)
Concerning the second, we are going to show that µlocj (INpΨ2D) = 1/2 for the two possible
types of 2D wavelet constructions, i.e., the isotropic [13] and anisotropic schemes [66]. Let us first
recall the definition of these 2D bases.
Definition 4 (2D Haar wavelet basis with isotropic levels). Fix N = 2n¯ for some n¯ ∈ N. For the
resolution 0 ≤ n ≤ n¯− 1, and the position parameter 0 ≤ l ≤ 2n − 1, we define
h0n,l(t) =
{
2
n−n¯
2 if l2n¯−n ≤ t < (l + 1)2n¯−n,
0 otherwise.
The 2D Haar wavelet basis with isotropic levels {ψ˜j}N2j=1 of CN×N consists of the functions
φ0(t1, t2) = ψ(t1)ψ(t2),
φ1n,(l1,l2)(t1, t2) = h
0
n,l1(t1)hn,l2(t2),
φ2n,(l1,l2)(t1, t2) = hn,l1(t1)h
0
n,l2(t2),
φ3n,(l1,l2)(t1, t2) = hn,l1(t1)hn,l2(t2),
with 0 ≤ n ≤ n¯ − 1 and 0 ≤ l1, l2 ≤ 2n − 1, which provides N2 possible functions. Above, hn,l(t)
and ψ(t) are the elements of the 1D Haar wavelet basis (see Def. 2).
Definition 5 (2D Haar wavelet basis with anisotropic levels). A 2D wavelet basis of CN×N with
anisotropic levels can be decomposed into the Kronecker product of two replicates of an 1D wavelet
basis of CN . In the case of the Haar wavelet transform, we have Ψ2D = Ψ1D ⊗ Ψ1D. In other
words, if x = vec(X) ∈ CN2 is the vectorization of an (N × N) image X ∈ CN×N , we have
Ψ2Dx = vec(Ψ
∗
1DXΨ1D).
Identifying in these definitions N with N¯p (and thus N
2 with Np = N¯
2
p), we can now proceed
and bound the local coherence of these two bases when the sensing basis is the Dirac basis INp .
(i) Anisotropic case In this case, from Def. 5 and since INp = IN¯p ⊗ IN¯p , we find
µlocj (INpΨ2D) = µ
loc
j
(
(IN¯pΨ1D)⊗ (IN¯pΨ1D)
)
= max
j′1
|(IN¯pΨ1D)j1,j′1 |︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:µlocj1
(IN¯pΨ1D)
.max
j′2
|(IN¯pΨ1D)j2,j′2 |︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:µlocj2
(IN¯pΨ1D)
,
where we invoked again (57) using the 1D pixel indexing j := j1 +N¯p(j2−1) associated with the 2D
pixel indexing j1, j2 ∈ JN¯pK. Let ek be the kth element of the Dirac basis of CN¯p . Setting N = N¯p
in Def. 2, we find |(IN¯pΨ1D)j1,j′1 | = |〈ej1 , ψ˜j′1〉| and
|〈ej1 , ψ˜j′1〉| =
{
2
−n¯
2 if ψ˜j′1 = ψ,
2
n−n¯
2 if ψ˜j′1 = hn,l, 0 ≤ n ≤ n¯− 1, 0 ≤ l ≤ 2n − 1.
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Therefore, the maximum of the expression above is reached for n = n¯ − 1 and µlocj1 (IN¯pΨ1D) =
µlocj2 (IN¯pΨ1D) = 1/
√
2 and µlocj (INpΨ2D) = 1/2.
(ii) Isotropic case Similarly to the developments above, by setting N = N¯p in Def. 4, we find
|(INpΨ2D)j,j′ | = |〈ej , ψ˜j′〉| =
{
2−n¯ if ψ˜j′ = φ0,
2n−n¯ if ψ˜j′ = φsn,(l1,l2),
for some s ∈ {1, 2, 3}, 0 ≤ n ≤ n¯ − 1, and 0 ≤ l1, l2 ≤ 2n − 1. Therefore, its maximum is reached
for n = n¯− 1 and µlocj (INpΨ2D) = 1/2.
Combining the last two cases with (58), and (56) results in
µlock (A) ≤ κk :=
√
2
2 min
{
1, 1√|kξ−Nξ/2|
}
, (59)
which provides (35).
The pmf associated with SI-FTI can be then formulated from (59) and (60) as
p(k) = p(k(j, l)) =
CNξ
Np
min
{
1, 1|l−Nξ/2|
}
,
where the normalizing constant CNξ , i.e., such that
∑
k p(k) = 1, is formulated in App. C. Moreover,
‖κ‖2 = 12Np
∑Nξ
l=1 min
{
1, 1|l−Nξ/2|
}
= 12NpC
−1
Nξ
so that, from (55),
‖κ‖2 ≤ Np(2 + log(Nξ/2)) . Np logNξ. (60)
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